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Command Syntax Conventions
The conventions used to present command syntax in this book are the same conventions 
used in the IOS Command Reference. The Command Reference describes these  
conventions as follows:

■■ Boldface indicates commands and keywords that are entered literally as shown. In 
actual configuration examples and output (not general command syntax), boldface 
indicates commands that are manually input by the user (such as a show command).

■■ Italic indicates arguments for which you supply actual values.

■■ Vertical bars (|) separate alternative, mutually exclusive elements.

■■ Square brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional element.

■■ Braces ({ }) indicate a required choice.

■■ Braces within brackets ([{ }]) indicate a required choice within an optional element.
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Introduction
There have been so many discoveries in the cybersecurity space that the expression 
“jumping on the bandwagon” is now a commonplace expression when it comes to adopt-
ing technology. Rarely do we witness a concept or a technology being discussed a long 
time ago and then dying out, only to gain traction years after its inception. Zero Trust is 
one such concept. It would not be false to say that there were some early thinkers, like 
me, who do not implicitly trust anything or anyone and would have gladly implemented 
a super-secure network. Over time, as I have learned the hard way, one realizes that 
there is a delicate balance to maintain between convenience and security and, at times, 
almost everyone flips to the convenience side. In the early 2000s, enterprises would 
not have taken a Zero Trust mentality seriously. As time passed by, data got exfiltrated 
“mission impossible” style. As attackers became more sophisticated and as their cash 
flow increased exponentially, we began to think maybe, just maybe, we should not have 
been so complacent. I strongly believe that was the time when the concept of Zero Trust 
finally began picking up.

I recall my first engagement for a customer who was just getting started with a cyber-
security augmentation program and was interested in pursuing the Zero Trust journey. 
I had been mildly exposed to the Zero Trust concept at the time and watched some 
videos about it. Looking back, I can see that knowing the concept was one thing, but 
implementing designing and operationalizing an entire Zero Trust Network Architecture 
(ZTNA as we call it) was something else. Imagine learning to swim in a five-foot-deep 
pool and then attempting to swim in the open ocean with sharks—that is how it felt at 
the time.

When we engaged the customer to understand their current state, our strategy was  
simple—try and get as much information as we could from the customer relating to their 
current network and security and then build an architectural road map for them. We 
believed this was an important factor to consider when it comes to Zero Trust engage-
ment. When we actually engaged with the customer, we realized that nothing had really 
changed, and we still needed to understand, design, and implement the right security 
controls, same as any other architecture assessment engagement. However, what I recall 
clearly was us asking the question “Why do you want to adopt Zero Trust?” We will 
discuss the importance of this question later in the book, but that question changed the 
direction of the conversation.

As architects, we are used to identifying the scope of engagement and trying to maintain 
a balance between the best security controls and alignment with the customer’s business. 
As Zero Trust consultants, we realize that the “why” factor is equally important to give  
us a baseline of what the enterprise actually requires. Unlike a standard security aug-
mentation project where a set of security controls is identified and implemented, Zero 
Trust has wider implications and has many moving parts that need to align. When we 
went into the discussion with the customer about how and why they chose to go on this 
journey, some of the reasons were the usual suspects, such as “compliance” and “secure 
by design,” but others, such as “end-to-end encryption,” really got us thinking about why 
this concept was never considered earlier. We heard about their overall strategy, how they 
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discovered Zero Trust, their initial thoughts, and how Zero Trust aligned with their  
business use cases, and so on, and the discussions were far from technical. It was a 
glimpse into an entire enterprise’s vision, and it was intriguing to see how the big picture 
was driving their mindset change.

The reality is that “necessity is the mother of invention.” Historically, cyber-attacks were 
less, data was not considered as important, and enterprises just did not care as much about 
securing their assets. Data has evolved and information is the new currency. With the evo-
lution of attack complexity and attacker capabilities, the stakes are higher and enterprises 
cannot just build their networks within a huge castle. On the flip side, enterprises also  
cannot make the lives of their employees and customers more difficult under the disguise 
of advanced security. There needed to be a change in the way security was perceived, and 
that is how this Zero Trust movement came to be (and I call it “movement” for a reason). 
Zero Trust is not some new technology; it is an actual mindset and philosophy.

An important takeaway from my first customer encounter is that irrespective of the 
access model being implemented, as long as it is aligned with the overall business vision 
and strategy, it will always have the desired result. In more technical terms, it is all about 
identifying the right use case for the customer to pivot to this new (or somewhat old) 
paradigm shift. After understanding some of the gaps in the customer’s network, we 
provided them a clear road map and formulated their Zero Trust strategy. The customer 
was fairly satisfied, and as consultants so were we. We felt we really made a difference by 
helping an enterprise start off on their journey toward Zero Trust.

That’s where my personal Zero Trust exploration began, and over the course of multiple 
customer engagements, I began considering some common themes. Senior leadership 
from select enterprises had already done their research on Zero Trust and were looking 
for a trusted partner to walk with them on this journey. These enterprises had engineers 
and mid-level managers who were trying their best to understand and build an architec-
ture to fit their leadership’s vision. On the flip side, we spoke to leadership who were 
sitting on the fence and considering their options. Their teams were trying to show them 
the value-add of the concept and how it would help the enterprise on the whole, and we 
as advisors were enabling them to do so. The common theme was that Zero Trust is not 
something that can be measured with a data sheet. A common question we got was how 
well were other customers doing after adopting and implementing Zero Trust in their 
enterprises. The metrics, discussed in detail in the book, are uniquely different. Where 
would someone have to start to understand how to measure the efficacy of the strategy 
and implementation?

Another aspect that I felt generally lacking was an overall adoption lifecycle framework. 
As of today, there is no Zero Trust lifecycle framework or a reusable consulting process 
from the inception of the idea to the signing off on a successful implementation project. 
Who are the people to speak to, what metrics would satisfy stakeholders, who would 
support the project? These were questions multiple managers were trying to answer in 
enterprises we spoke with. When we do software design, we have the software design 
lifecycle, but Zero Trust has no such lifecycle in place.



I find this simple comparison useful because it helps push the idea about what we are  
trying to put forward to various stakeholders. Consider Zero Trust as an open field, and 
everyone (I mean everyone) gets their own tools to create a building at different parts of 
the field in an effort to build a city. Not everyone who can build can build well, so every-
one builds their own building, and the overall city looks disjointed. Perhaps there are no 
parks, or there are some private parks that cannot otherwise be accessed by others. The 
city shouts out restrictions, and the atmosphere is nervous and borderline belligerent. 
This is how security is today. Not everyone has a big picture, and most personnel are 
Subject Matter Experts in their field just doing what they do best toward a mission-less 
destination. If you were the mayor of this city, you would be firefighting factions every 
day.

Consider the alternative. You get a specific set of people to decide what they want to 
achieve as society. High-level ideas like “live in harmony,” “work and play together,” and 
“welcome all guests” come to mind. You get like-minded folks and start planning where 
to place each building rather than just starting to build. Once you agree on where to build 
a specific building, you decide who is the best person to build it. Once the city is built, 
you identify ways in which you can get in more people—but after performing the right 
background check. You dedicate a common independent body to decide entry and exit to 
the city. Doesn’t this seem to be common characteristics of how basic city politics should 
be? That is why there are working societies and cities in the world and that is exactly 
what Zero Trust is all about. It is almost never about the technology or the products you 
wish to implement. It begins much earlier than the first discussions with a CxO and lasts 
much later after the last Zero Trust project was implemented. It is a mindset and a move-
ment, and it cannot just be approved after a single presentation to senior leadership.

That is what I want this book to be. Irrespective of whether you are a CxO or a mid-level 
manager or even an engineer trying to convince your manager to start talking about Zero 
Trust, I want this book to give you a starting point. There are a plethora of books out 
there that step right into Zero Trust architecture by explaining concepts and then listing 
different methodologies that Zero Trust can be achieved. I want to stress that all those 
books are awesome, some of which I have used myself to begin my journey, but they are 
worthwhile to read to increase our theoretical knowledge of the concept. What I see gen-
erally lacking is the practical aspect of where to begin and what to do next. You cannot 
just wake up one day and decide to start implementing Zero Trust in your AWS network; 
it takes time and a lot of coaxing.

If you are a CxO, I want you to truly look inside the enterprise and see how Zero Trust 
helps you augment the enterprise. If you are a mid-senior level manager, I want you to 
see how your team can help propagate the Zero Trust story to both leadership and end 
users. If you are an individual contributor to the Zero Trust initiative, I want you to see 
how Zero Trust is achieved and what the key mechanisms are to consider. If you are an 
architect creating a Zero Trust story for a customer, I want you to see end to end how 
many people and how much time must be invested before you even begin your first pitch. 
The main question is not “How can I achieve a Zero Trust architecture?” It is and should 
always be “Why am I looking at Zero Trust as my framework and how does it align with 
my vision?” Once these business drivers are established with the customer, the specific 
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use cases and mechanisms for the entire Zero Trust architecture will become clearer.  
Here are some questions this book aims to answer:

■■ How should one approach or even begin with Zero Trust conversations, and with 
whom?

■■ How can we validate feasibility to move to Zero Trust?

■■ Is there a standard format, guide, or framework to follow when recommending an 
architecture? If not, what is the general approach?

■■ What are the common use cases for the customer to consider adoption of Zero 
Trust, and how do we design an architecture for those use cases?

■■ How do we make sure the architecture still caters to the customer’s use cases over 
time?

Context is key in Zero Trust, so the goal is also to make sure security controls augment-
ing existing context to a flow can be derived and the right context-based control can be 
implemented by the policy engine. Context or attribute-based access control is the future 
of access control. Those who adopt it early can disrupt their business much faster than 
others.

Let’s discuss the format of the book. Most books in the market follow a standard concept 
and implementation format. My vision is to help everyone at every stage to benefit from 
the content. Hence, the entire book will be formulated as a conversation with various 
people in a fictitious enterprise. We will start off with a conversation with the CIO and, 
over time, move to various other key stakeholders. At each stage, we will try to practi-
cally complete tasks that are required to provide a tangible outcome so that you as the 
reader can understand what the key topic of discussion is, why you are having it, and 
how it helps move forward. The conversations will be in a different font to help isolate 
the theory from the conversation so that the practical aspect of the engagement is clear 
as well. The focus, while moving toward Zero Trust Network Architecture, is to set up a 
framework that is tailor-made for each enterprise and to make sure certain use cases are 
met. This will, in turn, achieve specific business targets. An enterprise might not want  
to achieve Level 5 maturity and might be comfortable being at a Level 3, as long as the 
business supports it and the risk is acceptable.

The motive of the book is to guide you to ask the right questions, visualize the right 
path, and help you implement that path either for yourself or for your customers who 
have begun their Zero Trust journeys. Remember, this book is a conversation with vari-
ous people at various times to showcase how much time the journey really takes. As the 
reader of this book, you should be consuming and re-creating information specific to 
your use case and customers.

I hope this book helps reduce the traffic and helps you speed up (within the speed limit) 
on the wonderful Zero Trust highway toward your secure enterprise vision.



Book Structure
The book is organized into six parts/phases:

Phase 1: Mindset

Chapter 1, When It All Begins: In this chapter, the reader is introduced to the Zero Trust 
topic and how the book is structured. Since the narrative has a background story to it, the 
main characters and their pertinent history are shared so that the overarching story makes 
sense.

Chapter 2, The Zero Trust Kaleidoscope: This chapter introduces the reader to common 
perceptions of Zero Trust and how various product enterprises pivot the basic concept of 
Zero Trust to suit their needs.

Another aspect the chapter covers is why Zero Trust took quite some time to get traction 
in the security community. At the end of the chapter, the clear similarities in all narratives 
will be revealed.

Chapter 3, Defining Zero Trust: In this chapter, the reader will dive deeper into the 
trenches of Zero Trust standards and finally reach the core idea of what Zero Trust is  
fundamentally. Frameworks like NIST will be explored in this section. This is an impor-
tant step in all engagements with Zero Trust, to let the stakeholders understand what they 
are signing up for. The chapter will cover basic tenets of Zero Trust and some catalysts 
that speed up the adoption process.

Phase 2: Align to the Business Vision and Mission and Craft Metrics for Success

Chapter 4, Always Start with “Why”: This chapter aims to direct the reader to common 
business and technical drivers for most leadership stakeholders. The core of the chapter 
showcases that the Zero Trust initiative cannot be successful without the support of 
leadership and that the initiative will always be top-down. In addition to the common 
business and technical drivers, the reader will also be introduced to common use cases 
specific to why one may choose to adopt Zero Trust architectures.

Chapter 5, Measuring Zero Trust Success: You cannot manage what you cannot mea-
sure. This chapter dives into explaining how the reader will build performance and risk 
metrics to effectively measure the success of the Zero Trust initiative based on feedback 
from various stakeholders. The chapter will also explore the various types of measure-
ment methodologies that can be utilized to create customized Zero Trust metrics. Some 
of these include strategic, tactical, and operational measurements, along with qualitative 
and quantitative metrics.

Chapter 6, Understanding Zero Trust Maturity: Once metrics have been identified, it is 
time to look into the enterprise and understand where you stand from a people, process, 
and technology perspective. This chapter utilizes an established maturity framework to 
show how the maturity of an enterprise is measured to identify gaps and then start  
building architectures that encompass the remediations.
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Phase 3: Identify Key Stakeholders and Enable a Zero Trust Team

Chapter 7, Zero Trust Avengers, Assemble!: No man is a silo, and no initiative can be 
complete with the help of just one team. The multifaceted nature of Zero Trust demands 
that we explore creating a highly motivated Agile team to support the overall initiative. 
This chapter lists all the key personnel, at both the leadership and subject matter expert 
levels, that are needed to build and manage a Zero Trust architecture.

Phase 4: Develop the Target Zero Trust Architecture

Chapter 8, Building a Zero Trust Architecture: You have spoken to your leaders and 
have built a team and a framework to measure the Zero Trust initiative. It’s time to get 
your hands dirty and start designing your architecture. This chapter will talk about how 
Zero Trust overlays the existing network and security processes. Key terminologies for 
Zero Trust architectures will be introduced. Software-defined perimeters (SDPs) will be 
discussed. The chapter will also introduce the concept of a Zero Trust policy and show 
that none of the policy constructs are new, they are just structured differently. Finally, 
the basic flows of a Zero Trust architecture are introduced. This will be a key baseline to 
expand to multiple business flows as one starts flow discovery.

Chapter 9, Critical Security Mechanisms for Zero Trust Architectures: This chapter 
will touch the key technical requirements needed for the apt functioning of the Zero 
Trust architecture. Topics such as Identity and Access Management, segmentation,  
application development, and more will be detailed.

Phase 5: Present the Zero Trust Strategy and Metrics

Chapter 10, Presenting the Zero Trust Strategy: Once the architecture is in place and 
the metrics are designed, the Zero Trust team will present the strategy to the board. Their 
main motive here is to convince the board as to the return of investment and reduction 
of risk. Strategies are listed on how the presentation can be approached. The reader is 
expected to tailor their presentation based on the various tactics provided.

Phase 6: Implement, Monitor, Feedback, Repeat

Chapter 11, Implementation and Continuous Monitoring: Now that you are armed  
with support from your leadership, a strong Zero Trust team, and a viable architecture 
blueprint, this chapter will explain the next implementation steps into operationalizing 
the Zero Trust architecture. A typical implementation approach is highlighted based on 
various engagements with enterprises.

Chapter 12, The Road Ahead: This is it. Your Zero Trust implementation has been  
completed, but your journey is just beginning. With multiple innovations in technology 
and various aspects of Zero Trust pivoting to support the enterprise, this chapter intro-
duces the Zero Trust lifecycle framework, which is extremely useful for any enterprise 
embarking on the Zero Trust journey. It is the culmination and combination of all the 
concepts elaborated on throughout the book. The chapter brings the concepts together 
and looks forward toward a secure future and how Zero Trust as a philosophy takes the 
security community toward that collective vision.



Initially, Glenn the consultant had the CIO’s (Mr. Jonathan Smith’s) attention. Now Glenn 
has Mr. Smith’s curiosity. With more detailed discussions, leadership teams appreciate the 
value of Zero Trust as a concept; however, they want to know how to apply the concept 
to their own enterprise. Hence, the logical next step is to map specific business drivers to 
measurable outcomes that are aligned to the larger Zero Trust vision. Effective metric cre-
ation will help enable strategic discussions on identifying Zero Trust mission statements 
to drive adoption across diverse teams within the organization. A common challenge 
enterprises face is to convince other leaders (ops, finance, and so on) within the organiza-
tion that Zero Trust has a larger impact, not only to the security architecture but to over-
all enterprise risk, strategy, and cost. For example, business operations teams may not 
see the benefit of adopting Zero Trust unless there is a tangible metric that aligns with 
their strategy. For a vendor-neutral consultant, it appears obvious to move to a secure 
access model; however, many intricate dependencies such as cost implications, politics, 
and overall organization position in the market need to be considered when proposing 
a metric, as adverse conditions might deter enterprises from implementing Zero Trust. 
Some of the common deterrents to adoption have been discussed in Chapter 1, “When It 
All Begins.”

As translators of strategy and operational requirements, if consultants are unable to 
craft the right metric that is acceptable to leadership, they will not be able to showcase 
the value that Zero Trust brings to the enterprise infrastructure, processes, and people. 
Similarly, if the daily operational problems are not considered when crafting metrics, end 
users and employees will not fully appreciate the value of Zero Trust and its impact to 
their workflow. It is common knowledge that leadership speaks in the language of perfor-
mance and risk, and the focus of this chapter will be to help craft metrics based on these 
key constructs, such as risk and performance. Risk and performance metrics are standard 
measurements that can be consumed by all business units within the enterprise.

Once leaders and adopters see the value of Zero Trust as a concept for their enterprises, 
they will be keen to understand from vendors how they incorporate Zero Trust not only 
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into their products but also within the vendor’s enterprise itself. For example, Cisco has 
been on the Zero Trust journey for quite some time and hence is a good reference point 
to showcase to other enterprises how they can begin their own journey. Cisco’s journey 
also helps enterprises understand how to craft customized Zero Trust metrics to validate 
the efficacy of the Zero Trust initiative.

By driving Zero Trust in the enterprise, you are essentially committing to improve the 
security posture of the enterprise. Since you are looking at the adoption process of Zero 
Trust holistically, you must acknowledge that there are very few people who really see 
the entire Zero Trust picture. The key observants and enablers are leadership stakehold-
ers. Unfortunately, without metrics, the value Zero Trust provides is conjecture at best 
for most stakeholders. Budgeting is another touchy subject. The board members must 
buy into your vision, and you must be able to showcase to them that the initiative will 
bring back quantifiable success in terms of performance improvements or risk reduction 
and eventually monetary gains and organizational stability. You cannot achieve these 
broader strategic goals without taking all precautions to protect the data of the customers 
and employees. At the same time, you do not want to let customers or employees create 
backdoors due to the extreme lengths the organization goes to secure data. That is where 
intelligent metrics come in.

There are some common metrics you identify to set a baseline that can be utilized to craft 
enterprise-specific metrics. Before any discussion about metrics begins, it is important to 
understand what a good metric is and why it is important to create tangible metrics.

Importance of Measurement
As a consultant, you need to help the enterprise identify a measurable metric. Consider a 
common example of showing the current status of a movie download in movie download 
software. It is a common strategy to see status messages on the software user that show 
“Almost done” rather than “99%” completion. There could be end users comfortable just 
knowing that the download will finish soon, and there might be other users who want 
to see the exact download percentage. Another example is the traffic lights showing a 
countdown to the next light change. Some people consider this a good feature on traffic 
lights because they prefer to switch off their vehicles when the traffic light is red and turn 
on the engine seconds before the light turns green. However, the number of such vehicle 
owners is lesser than the majority population that do not care about the time frame and 
just keep the engine running. What the architecture and design team must do is run a sur-
vey to understand the percentage of each of these users and decide which option to lean 
toward, which can bring in more utilization and value. Leadership is typically interested 
in maximizing recurring subscription to services or products along with increase in cus-
tomer promoters. It is a strategic decision to decide what metric to consider when mea-
suring a specific strategy. A metric like “reduce impact of an attack” is qualitative at best 
and in reality is very vague and broad scoped. When creating metrics, you must consider 
that each metric is a means to convince the listener that the scope can be measured and 
that the strategy is working from each stakeholder’s perspective. Crafting metrics is an 
adoption strategy by itself and therefore requires the knack of understanding what your 
target audience wants. To an operations lead, the metrics should resonate with availability 
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and ease of operations. To an enterprise architect, it would resonate with providing the 
right architecture and design following all best practices and compliance. A CxO would 
be more concerned with support to the business, recurring revenue, and risk reduction. 
Hence, Zero Trust shouldn’t be restricted to one type of metric. It is usually an amalga-
mation of many metrics targeting all the stakeholders.

Another decision is the final state that has been envisioned for the enterprise. Once the 
metric has been crafted, the enterprise needs to decide where it would like to be from 
a Zero Trust access perspective, which aligns with their business vision. Should the 
enterprise target the highest maturity level or should it consider the asset value and con-
text and decide which is the right state to be in. Enterprises need to build a meaningful 
and achievable metric to be able to show immediate value with tactical and operational 
returns and, in turn, propose more details about the strategic goals. By possessing some 
of the characteristics mentioned in subsequent sections, a metric can help an organiza-
tion to identify, prioritize, and mitigate security risks and maintain a strong security pos-
ture to reach the desired performance and alignment to business. This will in turn drive 
the security budget requirement.

Deciding final state will hence depend on what the enterprise feels critical. A banking 
enterprise might want to consider any financial activity–related applications as impor-
tant and applications handling personal identifiable information (PII) data as critical. 
Data classification, flow mapping, asset inventory, and segmentation will help identify 
the maturity vision of the enterprise based on the critical infrastructure present and 
identified. Once the vision is clear, the next step is to build observable, simple metrics to 
ensure that the capabilities around protecting these critical assets are in place.

The Metrics Lifecycle
The metrics lifecycle is usually part of the overall Zero Trust lifecycle but can still be inde-
pendently showcased to understand its position and importance in the overall strategy.

There are four key steps in the lifecycle of a metric, as illustrated in Figure 5-1.

As part of what is being
measured, align to business.
Make sure every metric
identified is traceable back
to a vision and mission
statement.

Categorize, design, and craft
an optimized set of metrics
to produce a sustainable
budget.

Present the metrics to
stakeholders with key
performance and
risk indicators.

4. Deploy and Monitor
Deploy and validate that the
metrics provide the
information needed to
gauge their effectiveness.
Enhance to improve
alignment if necessary.

1. Align

2. Craft3. Present

Figure 5-1 Zero Trust Metrics Lifecycle
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The first step is to align any metric to a business driver and, in effect, a security driver. 
This is a primary reason why metrics are not crafted early on in the discussion with 
the CIO. One cannot meet a CIO and commit to provide 100% availability and uptime 
without understanding their business drivers and organizational dynamics. Once the met-
rics are aligned to the Zero Trust vision and mission, the next step is to craft intelligent 
metrics that are achievable and quantifiable. In this chapter, the focus is going to be on 
aligning and crafting metrics. Once metrics are crafted, they need to be presented to the 
respective stakeholders for approval. This usually happens when the overall strategy is 
being presented along with the Zero Trust team. Once the Zero Trust initiative has been 
deployed and metrics are being actively measured, feedback from the implementation and 
operation teams must be incorporated to the overall metric definition to make the metrics 
more robust.

Step 1: Align Metrics

Creating metrics must always begin with alignment to the vision and mission. The final 
goal of metric creation is to measure an activity, process, or capability that can pro-
duce an actionable and measurable outcome to support the overall vision or initiatives. 
Classification of metrics can be varied, depending on whether they are goal-oriented or 
based on how they are derived.

Types of Metrics Based on Target Goals

The most common taxonomy of metrics includes strategic, operational, and tactical. 
These are goal-oriented and are crafted based on the type of goal or activity that is being 
measured.

■■ Strategic Metrics

Strategic metrics are extremely high-level metrics that measure the overall success of 
an organization in achieving its long-term goals. Strategic metrics typically focus on 
outcomes, such as revenue growth, market share, or customer satisfaction. They are 
often used by senior executives and stakeholders to evaluate the performance of the 
organization as a whole. When overlapped with Zero Trust, strategic metrics mea-
sure how well Zero Trust has been adopted in the enterprise and how it has reduced 
the risk to overall business.

■■ Operational Metrics

Operational metrics measure the day-to-day activities of an organization and the 
efficiency of its processes. Operational metrics typically focus on inputs, such as 
the number of sales calls made or the amount of time it takes to complete a task. 
They are often used by middle managers to monitor performance and identify areas 
for improvement in day-to-day activities. In a Zero Trust context, an example would 
be to measure the number of attacks detected in a day or the number of automated 
incidents handled.
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■■ Tactical Metrics

Tactical metrics are used to measure the performance of specific projects or initia-
tives within an organization. Tactical metrics typically focus on outputs, such as 
the number of products shipped or the percentage of customers who renew their 
contracts. They are often used by project managers to track progress of specific 
organizational initiatives and make adjustments as needed. In a Zero Trust context, 
an example of a tactical metric would be the measurement of how much infrastruc-
ture has been segmented as part of the segmentation initiative, where the extent of 
segmentation is the initiative being measured.

Strategic metrics measure overall efficacy of the strategy. For example, augment-
ing existing identity and access management would be a strategic goal. When you 
speak to a CxO, you need to show revenue growth and business alignment. These 
are strategic in nature and look far into the future. The alternate aspect of security is 
“operations,” implying that you are communicating to personnel who handle uptime 
of infrastructure. Another aspect is building skillset for the management of products, 
staffing and so on, which can be a major metric for enterprises in locations where 
there is a dearth of skilled workforce. An operational goal would be reducing the 
number of incidents by implementing better visibility into the network. Operational 
metrics will measure how well the enterprise is performing at the grassroots level. 
This will take into considerations risks that enterprises see every day.

Tactical metrics are somewhere in between strategic and operational metrics. They 
measure a specific program. For example, a Zero Trust transformation project could 
be considered a tactical metric to achieve the overall strategic metric of protecting 
customers’ data. Tactical metrics are focused metrics that most security engineers 
have not been inherently crafting. A tactical metric would be achieving 99% security 
awareness for the entire workforce since security awareness itself is an initiative. 
Attack vectors, threat actors, and many other threat hunting tactics will be deployed 
to measure the effectiveness of the security initiative.

Types of Metrics Based on Method of Data Analysis

The following classification of metrics is based on how the metrics are calculated and 
conveyed. There are two major classifications in this type of taxonomy:

■■ Quantitative metrics: Quantitative metrics involve numerical measurements, and 
they are typically used to measure objective data such as the number of sales, the 
amount of revenue generated, or the percentage of website visitors who make a pur-
chase. In a Zero Trust context, measurable metrics like failed attacks, reduced risk 
percentage, and so on are quantitative metrics. Quantitative metrics are often used to 
track progress toward a specific goal or to make data-driven decisions. These metrics 
are used for activities that can be measured with numbers, charts, and so on.

■■ Qualitative metrics: Qualitative metrics, on the other hand, are based on subjec-
tive assessments and are typically used to measure more intangible factors such as 
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customer satisfaction, brand perception, and employee morale. Qualitative metrics 
often involve gathering data through methods such as surveys, interviews, and focus 
groups. These metrics measure over a range of high, medium, or low. The scales can 
be as granular as needed.

Both qualitative and quantitative metrics are important in data analysis and research, and 
they often work together to provide a more complete picture of a particular phenom-
enon—in this case, the overall Zero Trust strategy. While quantitative metrics can pro-
vide hard numbers and measurable results, qualitative metrics can offer deeper insights 
into the reasons behind the data and provide a more nuanced understanding of complex 
issues.

Be a Translator

As a consultant, you will always find yourselves wearing various hats. Sometimes opera-
tions teams need an explanation on how the product or solution works, and on the other 
hand senior leadership needs another completely different explanation about metrics and 
strategy. Being a translator is an important aspect of consulting. Metrics are the language 
that the consultant needs to know as a translator. Once the right metrics are identified, it 
is important to translate one set of metrics to the other. An operational lead will under-
stand performance metrics, but a translator needs to explain to leadership why a specific 
strategy is in place and how it drives multiple operational metrics to enhance perfor-
mance and reduce risk. There must essentially be a translation between a performance 
metric and a risk metric, as is illustrated in Figure 5-2.

Translate the
strategic goals to
tactical initiatives.

Align tactical
initiatives to the
strategic visions
and explain the

risk metrics and
their mitigations.

Translate the
strategic vision to
operational leads
and align to
business.

GLENN
THE CONSULTANT

OPERATIONAL (Day to Day)

STRATEGIC (High level)

TACTICAL (Initiative based)

Translate
performance
metrics and
justify to
leadership how
they augment
the strategic goal.

Convey the tactical initiatives and help
align operational projects and metrics.

Craft operational metrics and justify
the support to overall tactical initiative.

Figure 5-2 A Translator in Action

Operational leaders need to build performance metrics, which architects translate as a 
future state that the enterprise wants to be in. For example, when explaining the need for 
segmentation in the network, architects will explain the current state of segmentation 
in the network and showcase how increasing the number of micro-perimeters will help 
make granular policies and facilitate only need-to-know access, thus boosting produc-
tivity. This metric therefore shows a key performance indicator (KPI). Tactical leaders 
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need to know the risk to their assets as well and how the current strategy can reduce or 
mitigate the risk. When architects translate the same metric to leadership, they explain 
the current attack surface and then showcase how the segmentation initiative augments 
the enterprise by protecting it from lateral movement and reducing the blast radius of an 
attack. These are called key risk indicators (KRIs) and are a list of threats to an enterprise 
and their mitigations. To recap the same segmentation example, we used the performance 
indicator of better granular rule creation to boost productivity. This is then translated to 
a risk indicator, stating that segmentation reduces the blast radius and thus lowers the risk 
of data loss, which is a strategic metric. A combination of this strategic metric with an 
operational metric adds context to what the enterprise wants to achieve. The highlight in 
this case is an effective combination of the key performance metrics (provide only need-
to-know access, increase overall security posture) as well as risk metrics and their mitiga-
tion (reduce blast radius) to achieve alignment to overall strategic vision.

Being a translator is fascinating because, to be a translator, one not only needs to know 
multiple languages, but also needs to be able to understand the context of each statement 
and deliver it with the same emotion and context.

As a translator, you need to get feedback from tactical, strategic, and operational leads 
and to craft metrics that appeal to all stakeholders. Often metrics are considered as just 
information or as targets to achieve, where you tick a box on a huge list of security con-
trols. A security audit would list a large set of control gaps and their mitigations, and 
most enterprises craft metrics based on those gaps. In a Zero Trust context, metrics are 
not primarily driven by technology or compliance gaps. They are driven by the business 
and security drivers. Without metrics, it becomes extremely difficult to quantify the 
effectiveness of a solution or a program. Metrics are key language definitions for leader-
ship and leads alike to gauge how well the Zero Trust initiative is faring. This will effec-
tively influence leaders to provide more support and budget for the tactical Zero Trust 
mission, which in this case is to provide an accurate access model for your assets.

When you’re considering metrics, the rule of thumb is to keep them simple and achiev-
able. There are metrics that tell you where you want to be and metrics that tell you what 
your risks are. From the context of creating the right metric, security governance must 
also be considered to make sure the metrics align with security and the strategy. As a 
translator, you will not only be translating tactical and operational metrics to senior lead-
ership but also to other non-security-focused business units of the enterprise so that they 
understand your metrics and build their metrics while keeping their pain points in mind.

Remember the rule of thumb:

■■ Strategic metrics are high level and generally map to measuring the efficacy of a 
vision or mission statement.

■■ Operational metrics deal with the people and process aspects of enterprise security 
and help with measuring overall performance and day-to-day activities.

■■ Tactical metrics are specific directional metrics that map to measuring larger initia-
tives and driving a certain strategic goal. These deal with risks and provide key miti-
gations controls to be implemented.
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■■ All strategic, tactical, and operational metrics can be qualitative, which means they 
are measured on broader scales and are not supported with numbers. They can also 
be quantitative, which means they are measured with numbers and graphs.

Step 2: Craft Metrics

Once the vision and mission are established and desired metrics are aligned, it is time to 
mold the metrics into measurable and convincing outcomes to help garner support from 
all stakeholders.

Crafting Effective Metrics: A Bicycle Case Study

Metrics are all around us. You measure the efficacy of almost everything in your day-to-
day life before investing your money and time. IT infrastructure is no different, and most 
enterprises have metrics in all business units, as this helps to showcase their effectiveness. 
This stresses the need to identify what should be measured and how well it needs to be 
packaged to each stakeholder.

Let’s look at an example of how important metrics are. Consider a high schooler named 
Gary asking his father for a bicycle and mentioning the following: “My goal is to get a 
bicycle. I am going to pass all my exams, which should be sufficient incentive for you to 
buy me one.” To begin with, the first and most critical error on Gary’s part was not hav-
ing a conversation with his father about what his father wanted. He assumed that passing 
his exams was sufficient to get his father to buy him a bicycle. This is a common error 
that many consultants make. They assume what is good for the enterprise without align-
ing with what the enterprise wants. The next concern is the nature of the metric of “pass-
ing” an exam. This might have been unintentional from Gary’s perspective, but in reality, 
the metric is very open and vague. There is no quantitative information on what score 
he should receive in each of his exams. Gary did not concern himself with measuring his 
passing score since he did not confer with his father about the required criteria for buy-
ing a bike, which ties in to the first error highlighted.

Let’s dive deeper into some other characteristics. Passing an exam in itself requires valid 
proof that cannot be refuted. Gary could craft a fake report card or even say he lost the 
report card and have no tangible way to prove that he passed. The key aspect of a metric 
is to be able to reliably achieve the same result and measure the success or failure consis-
tently. A report card showcases pass or fail consistently, whereas speaking to other par-
ents or even the teacher may not be as consistent, as they may not have full information 
on who passed and failed or may be subject to biases. The metric also does not showcase 
a timeframe, which traces back again to lose alignment with the father. Gary claims he 
will pass the exam, but when? During which semester? By studying for how much time? 
These are all critical pieces of information that are missing.

If Gary had spent some time with his father to understand what his father really wants, 
the metric would be more accurate. For example, “My goal is to be able to ride a bicycle 
with my friends. For me to achieve this goal, I need a bicycle. I do not have money to 
buy it, but I know my father does. I spoke to him and he says he can provide me some 
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money if I can prove to him that I am academically fluent (notice the strategic metric). 
For me to be academically fluent, I need to pass all my exams throughout this year, which 
covers five subject exams and one elective. I need to pass all four quarters by achieving a 
grade of 80% or above. My father will save some money as I pass my first two quarters 
and will buy me the bike once all quarters are complete and all passing criteria have been 
achieved. If I am unable to achieve my passing score, there is a chance that the money 
saved by my father might be spent elsewhere, and he might not trust me well enough to 
revisit or renegotiate my success criteria of 80%.” (Notice the risk metric.)

Two important metrics can be visualized in this long statement. One metric measures 
the future (achieving 80% or above) and the second metric monitors the present with 
feedback from past experiences (distribution of bike funds and loss of trust). These are 
performance and risk metrics, respectively. The metric that Gary now has is much more 
specific and will be modified depending on his quarter progression, but is a fairly good 
start to lead to other discussions with his father.

The preceding example should shed some light on the importance of metrics and pave  
the way to the discussion on crafting the right metrics based on the right business  
driver. The following are some of the characteristics of a security metric aligned with the 
Zero Trust mission:

■■ Relevant and aligned: A security metric should be relevant to the organization’s 
security goals and objectives. It should be able to provide meaningful insights and 
help the organization make informed decisions to address security risks of not 
adopting the overall strategy. It must also be aligned with how well the organization 
wishes to perform to achieve its overall Zero Trust vision. Some examples would be 
“support the bank to achieve its vision of being a trusted banking partner by protect-
ing the customers’ and employees’ data.”

■■ Measurable: A security metric should be measurable and provide a quantitative or 
qualitative value that can be compared over time. This helps to track the effective-
ness of security measures and identify areas of improvement. An example would be 
“reduce the number of open showstopper incidents to less than two per year.”

■■ Actionable: A metric should be actionable, meaning that it should provide informa-
tion that can be used to take specific actions to mitigate or prevent security risks or 
enhance performance—for example, “provide more information about network traf-
fic to enhance application visibility. This will in turn help SOC operations to make 
the right decisions either manually or through SOAR automation.”

Additionally, a metric should not, for example, measure success based on something 
not happening because then it will not lead to an action. For example, consider the 
metric for the strategic goal “no breaches occur in the network.” This is a fair vision 
and goal but unfortunately it leads to no action. What happens when there is a 
breach? How would you measure the risk? A more fruitful metric would be  
“augment the current segmentation and reduce the blast radius when a breach 
occurs.” This leads to the action of completing and implementing segmentation, 
which is a security control that also augments the vision irrespective of whether or 
not a breach occurs. A metric must enable the vision and strategy of the enterprise.
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■■ Reliable: A security metric should be based on reliable data sources and calculations 
to ensure its accuracy and usefulness in decision-making. For example, measuring 
the response times of engineers to an incident is a reliable method of measuring the 
efficacy of the SOC skillset. However, “reduced number of attacks” is not represen-
tative of an effective security control. It could be impacted by a lot of factors (like 
cost, malicious actor deterrence, interest in assets, and so on), which makes the  
measurement unreliable.

■■ Comprehensive: A security metric should be comprehensive in scope and cover 
all aspects of the organization’s security posture, including physical, technical, and 
administrative controls. Zero Trust is not just about implementing technical controls. 
It must cover administrative, physical, and operational aspects of the processes and 
people involved in the enterprise. For example, adding biometric authentication at 
secure server farms can be a metric to fulfil a mission statement of using advanced 
multifactor authentication solutions to achieve secure data center access.

■■ Understandable: A security metric should be easily understandable by all stakehold-
ers, including technical and non-technical personnel, to ensure effective communica-
tion and collaboration in addressing security risks. For example, “secure data at rest” 
is vague because the specifics of the metric are not available for a technical crowd. 
“Use AES 256 encryption on all storage devices” is also vague because leadership 
will not relate to the security mechanisms implemented. They will care about how it 
helps the business. Hence, a more valid metric would be “secure our customer data 
by storing only the information we need for the amount of time we need. Encrypt 
the data in storage to make sure that confidentiality of information is maintained. 
Use encryption technology with stronger keys like Elliptical Curve Cryptography.”

This is where the initial conversation of being a translator becomes relevant. The 
metric highlighted here has a non-technical statement that appeals to the leadership 
and a tail-end technical statement appealing to the operational leads. As translators, 
architects need to point out the relevant aspect of the metric that each stakeholder 
cares about.

■■ Timely: A security metric should be timely and provide up-to-date information to 
ensure timely decision-making and response to security incidents. To make sure we 
understand this metric clearly, it is important to highlight that it does not relate to 
building a timeframe for the metric. This metric relates to providing feedback on the 
measured attribute constantly and creating multiplexed checkpoints to validate what 
is being measured so that more granular decisions can be made. Let’s take the case 
study of buying a bicycle. A tactical metric Gary created was to pass his exams with 
80% or more to achieve his strategic metric of riding a bike. The father, however, 
also created an operational metric, which he measures every week by validating the 
course studied over the week with a weekly quiz that has thirty questions. Gary 
must pass with 25 correct answers. He must consistently get 25 or above during all 
the relevant weeks to convince his father that he is studying and on the right  
direction to achieve his tactical goal of passing his exams.
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■■ Ease of metric creation: Finally, one must consider the ease with which the metric 
can be measured. This has dependency on the maturity stage the enterprise is in 
as well. For example, an enterprise at “measurable” maturity will have a SOC that 
is mature and have more visibility options; hence, metrics such as application flow 
visibility and dynamic context-based access monitoring are still viable. When enter-
prises are starting out with Zero Trust and are evaluating their existing security 
controls, metrics like SOC maturity may need more manpower and skill with limited 
automation. A balance must be maintained between the cost to set up a metric, the 
long-term benefits, as well as the business alignment. The metric must be easy to 
craft and implement, and the possibility of measurement must be validated at the 
crafting stage.

When metric characteristics are considered from an IT infrastructure, they can be 
visualized as shown in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Examples of Various Hybrid Metrics

Hybrid Metrics Goal-Based Metrics

Strategic Metric Tactical Metric Operational 
Metric

Metrics  
based on data 
collection  
method

Qualitative 
Metric

Successfully deploy 
Zero Trust and reach 
a maturity level 
of “Quantitatively 
Managed” as part of 
CMMI.

User awareness 
of Zero Trust 
movement in the 
organization.

Implement  
multifactor  
password-less 
authentication, and 
measure adoption 
of strong authenti-
cation methods.

Quantitative 
Metric

Number of applications 
that have been migrate 
to Zero Trust per 
month.

Achieve 100% 
endpoint compli-
ance as part of 
larger Zero  
Trust compliance 
initiative.

Reduce mean time 
to detect (MTTD) 
to 15 minutes for 
suspicious  
endpoints.

The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) was created by the Software 
Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University. The SEI is a federally funded 
research and development center that focuses on advancing software engineering and 
cybersecurity practices. CMMI was developed by a team of researchers and experts 
at the SEI, and it has since become a widely recognized framework for assessing and 
improving organizational processes across various domains, including software develop-
ment, systems engineering, and acquisition.

CMMI has gained widespread adoption in enterprise settings due to its systematic and 
structured approach to process improvement. It provides organizations with a clear road-
map for enhancing their operational, tactical, or strategic maturity by defining a series of 
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maturity levels, from Initial to Optimizing. This framework fosters a culture of continu-
ous improvement, ensuring that enterprises can adapt to evolving market demands and 
stay competitive. CMMI’s global applicability and proven success across various  
industries make it an attractive choice for enterprises seeking to standardize and optimize 
their processes. Additionally, it often serves as a strategic advantage when bidding for 
contracts with government agencies or major customers that require demonstrated pro-
cess maturity, reducing risks, and enhancing the overall quality of products and services.

By offering a common language for discussing and benchmarking processes, CMMI 
facilitates collaboration within large and diverse organizations. It also helps mitigate  
risks associated with project delays, budget overruns, and quality issues, resulting in cost 
savings and improved customer satisfaction. CMMI’s structured methodology, adapt-
ability, and proven track record make it a valuable tool for enterprise maturity, enabling 
organizations to consistently deliver high-quality products and services while maintaining 
a competitive edge in today’s dynamic business landscape.

Consider the metrics in Table 5-1 and superimpose the principles that have been listed 
in the previous sections. When the overall maturity of the Zero Trust implementation 
is measured, it cannot be mapped to a numerical value. It is achieved after measuring 
the adoption rate of several initiatives like password-less authentication and user aware-
ness. The overall maturity will be mapped against a broader spectrum inspired from the 
CMMI maturity model. Hence, this specific metric of Zero Trust deployment becomes a 
strategic metric measured qualitatively. At the same time, we want to measure how many 
applications and workloads have been moved to the Zero Trust model. This, however, can 
be measured and mapped over time, making it a quantitative metric. Migration of work-
load to a micro-segmented microservices architecture measures how well the Application 
strategy is being adopted and aligned with the broader Zero Trust Scope.

Consider the tactical metrics and how they align with initiatives, which when combined 
achieve a strategy or mission. For example, as with the previous metric, user awareness 
is an important metric when it comes to understanding how well Zero Trust is being 
accepted in the employee community. These are usually measured with surveys and 
are still measured as a range of high adoption, medium adoption, or low adoptions. On 
the contrary, endpoint compliance is an initiative that aligns with the overall Zero Trust 
deployment mission, and compliance can be measured with a number or percentage of 
devices that are compliant.

Finally, operational metrics are day-to-day metrics that provide details into specifics 
of implementation projects. For example, in an ongoing visibility or SOC deployment 
project, a key metric would be mean time to detect (MTTD) for unknown or suspicious 
computers. This can be measured in time units and is therefore quantitative. On the other 
hand, adoption of users authenticating with MFA and password-less methods are  
qualitative and are broader measurements like high, medium, or low.

Overall, it is imperative to understand that all metrics are tied into each other. A large 
number of operational metrics measure the efficacy of a specific tactical metric.  
Multiple tactical metrics will measure the effective adoption of a strategic metric. How 
the enterprise wishes to measure and showcase the metrics determines if the metrics are 
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qualitative or quantitative. Another disclaimer to highlight here is that certain metrics 
are ambiguous as to whether they are qualitative or quantitative. Some enterprises might 
possess the means to measure a specific metric, which other enterprises might not have. 
Deciding on whether a metric should be qualitative or quantitative is an enterprise- 
specific decision and cannot be standardized. For example, some enterprises may choose 
to measure adoption of MFA with number of users as well. There is no wrong metric. 
There are good metrics and better metrics and they key factor that influences the crafting 
of these metrics is how it aligns to the enterprise’s requirement.

Measurement Targets for Zero Trust

This section highlights the two main types of metrics: performance and risk metrics.

Performance Metrics

If executive leadership does not understand the risk to business of implementing (or not 
implementing) a technology, they will not be able to put in the right controls to protect 
critical assets, and that is almost always the most common reason why enterprises just 
buy technology to buff up the security initiative but get attacked anyway. An enterprise 
could have all the security controls, hardware, and endpoint protection in the world and 
still get attacked if users “approve” instead of “deny” when they get a push message on 
their MFA solution. There is a common notion that security hinders the business by 
making access more restrictive and complicated, but the point to remember is, like most 
mechanisms, security needs to be planned and baked into the solution. The base security 
strategy must encompass all the business drivers, and security must align with the general 
business direction. Good security governance goes a long way to promoting the enter-
prise’s business. Showing key performance improvements by improving security is one  
of the first steps in measuring Zero Trust success.

A performance metric is a measure used to evaluate how well a particular strategy, pro-
cess, initiative, or product is performing. It is usually both a quantitative and qualitative 
indicator that helps in assessing the effectiveness, efficiency, and quality of the measured 
activity or product. Performance metrics look into the future.

A key aspect of performance metrics are that they are based on the current lack of perfor-
mance by a specific product or a specific initiative. The feedback on lack of performance 
may be from senior leadership but is usually from middle managers and operational leads 
who see day-to-day performance gaps and expect that the Zero Trust initiative will help 
improve the gaps. The subsections that follow cover some common Zero Trust performance 
metrics that can be mapped to almost all types of enterprises and are a good starting point 
to tailor enterprise-specific performance metrics for enterprises.

Adaptability of Security Governance and Business Agility

Organizational needs change over time, and enterprises pivot products and services 
to suit the general business. Most enterprises do not spend time creating a blueprint 
or template to fit all security needs of the enterprise. Those who have already got this 
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blueprint do not realize that this blueprint was likely created after the enterprise started 
its basic functionality and did not take into account any future changes to the business. 
Unfortunately, security has usually been an afterthought and has never been able to adapt 
to the changing needs of the business. This has been a concern in the field for most secu-
rity practitioners defining enterprise security architectures. Zero Trust aims to change 
that perception. The security vision must be able to adapt to any change in business and 
support it by making sure the infrastructure and its data gets the right level of protection 
based on its context. With the right support in place from security, a lot of tasks such as 
mergers or time to market will be completed much faster. When customers see you take 
security seriously, you automatically build trust with them, even before they buy your 
product or service. With a unified architecture framework for security, enterprise busi-
ness can adapt to any specific organizational change in policies. New types of devices 
or entities will automatically fall into the right segment and get the appropriate security 
control.

Security needs to consider different aspects of the business and should not just be reac-
tive. Security must be proactive at protecting the network and making sure incidents are 
validated, evidence collected, and incident response is being followed to a T. Security 
must also proactively strategize supporting the existing business and any future changes 
in the business model. Business must drive technology, not vice versa. A simple example 
is if an enterprise is selling perfumes and suddenly switches to selling toothbrushes; the 
overall security vision of protecting the customer’s data should not change.

Adaptability is not quantitative and usually maps to governance and overall vision and 
mission. This is therefore a strategic qualitative metric. The metric statement would be 
as follows: “The Zero Trust strategy must allow the security controls implemented to be 
adaptable to changing business needs.”

Revenue Generation and Cost Savings from Zero Trust Initiatives

In general, a strategy must always align with revenue generation and cost savings, which 
is the primary focus at any executive level. Without a revenue stake, security will risk 
being considered an add-on. Zero Trust saves cost for the enterprise by reducing capital 
expenditure and shifting to operational expenditures. With efficient operations, most 
processes can get streamlined and optimized fairly quickly in contrast to buying and 
fitting new hardware, which usually takes months or even years. With the right person-
nel, accurate information can be extracted from a security device and can be used for 
multiple purposes like incident response or health monitoring. As you drive a car slower, 
it becomes easy to control. Similarly, the less complex the business operations are, the 
easier it is to secure the larger enterprise and the easier it is to identify and isolate key 
infrastructure.

Along the same lines, automating simpler processes (like incident management, account 
provisioning, and so on) allows users to allocate their time for more important tasks like 
incident analysis or even security awareness, which in the long run is a measurable metric 
in the form of skilled labor. With simpler processes, it becomes easier for various teams 
to communicate their requirements to each other. Hence, if a specific product is to enter 
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the market with a simpler and transparent development process, it becomes easy to break 
existing silos and incorporate security from the start.

Another aspect is incorporating metrics to improve the Zero Trust capabilities of a  
product. Metrics like a Zero Trust index should be allocated for a product to measure  
the extent to which the product can support a Zero Trust strategy. This would include 
capabilities like context-based policing, visibility capability and so on.

Revenue is almost never a qualitative metric. Revenue generation is a business require-
ment. The metric statement will read, “The annual target revenue to be generated by 
implementing the Zero Trust initiatives is $10 million or above.” Another metric would 
read, “The measured Zero Trust index for products sold by the enterprise must be more 
than seven measured on a scale of one to ten.” Observe that one metric is a metric for the 
enterprise itself and how implementing the Zero Trust initiative saves cost, the second 
metric is relating to creating products that support customers and generate revenue. Both 
aspects align with business bringing in more profit margins. The metric stays strategic but 
is quantitative in nature.

Technology Innovation and Improvements

Security must support any disrupting technology that changes the direction of the busi-
ness. It must adapt to changing security control and provide a better control strategy for 
any business models. Any technology innovation must be easily absorbed by the security 
and access control strategy.

Do not be scared of innovation. Necessity is the mother of invention, and that is exactly 
why we shouldn’t be breaking that cycle. Many enterprise departments consider inno-
vation as a hindrance to the business and are very wary to take a risk, especially with 
security. Blocking innovation is almost always detrimental to business. The perceived risk 
is never worth the returns that innovation could bring, and this is what determines how 
effective a leadership board is. They need to be able to identify a good innovative initiative 
and support it with clear understanding (and a measurable metric) of how it will bring back 
revenue and support the business. Supporting security innovations is an effective way of 
baking in security rather than bolting it on later, as modern designs and technology man-
date that security be considered in all early discussions.

Microservices, for example, greatly support implementation of Zero Trust. Microservices 
comprise a services-oriented architectural approach to designing applications. It involves 
breaking down large, monolithic software applications into smaller, independently 
deployable services, preferably as ephemeral instances that can be redeployed in a matter 
of minutes. Containers are typically an example of microservices implementation, where 
web, application, and database services reside on separate container instances. This is 
not a concept that can be implemented by an enterprise in a day and needs well-planned 
application migration or transformation strategies. These microservices communicate 
via APIs and can be developed, deployed, and scaled independently. Microservices, 
with their fine-grained control over access and communication, can play a pivotal role 
in implementing Zero Trust security by facilitating granular access controls and security 
policies. Addition of the API-based information exchange helps Zero Trust architects 
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to craft micro-segmentation around these flows. Each microservice can be treated as an 
independent entity with its own security rules, ensuring that only authorized entities 
can access specific services or data. Additionally, microservices can provide detailed logs 
and telemetry data, making it easier to monitor and detect suspicious activity, which is 
another fundamental aspect of Zero Trust.

It is important to clarify that implementing microservices does not mean Zero Trust is in 
place. You could have all the segmentation in the world, and if you allow all services to 
talk to each other, you are essentially following the implicit trust model.

Consider that you are buying a product that allows an administrator to escalate to root 
to perform troubleshooting capabilities. This product comes “as is” from the vendor, and 
you cannot really disable the root access provided. If this device is compromised, it could 
essentially give full access to your network. You need the product to facilitate your busi-
ness, but you do not see it at the right security level. In a traditional model, one would 
consider the product as a larger risk, even though it greatly augments business. With 
Zero Trust, as long as you can control device access to a restricted set of people with 
specific roles and attributes, the blast radius of compromise is restricted to a specific user 
segment. Isolation from other network devices via VLANs and VRFs also helps provide 
network segmentation. Only device administrators can access the device over manage-
ment, and the device can communicate only to specific systems that need to consume its 
information. By selectively providing access and making sure only the right servers and 
subjects can access this product, you have reduced the blast radius, increased security 
posture, and still allowed the business to continue. Over time, the vulnerability can be 
patched, but this does not need to hamper the business.

Technology supports initiatives, and support of innovative technology is a tactical per-
formance indicator for the enterprise. The metric statement will read as follows: “Adopt 
innovative technology into all enterprise-driven initiatives.” Each initiative would get a 
detailed metric statement; for example, “Adopt innovative inspection methods when  
monitoring encrypted traffic.” This is tactical because it is supporting a specific initia-
tive and is quantitative because we are measuring the adoption as a percentage of traffic 
inspected (90% of traffic inspected with Encrypted Traffic Analysis).

Efficacy of Customer Experience

Security controls must augment and support the business, user, or customer experience. 
If you are a security vendor, your products must not hamper business but must support 
and improve the way users access the devices and implement security policy. Operational 
support from the vendor as well as services rendered to support the product constitute 
customer experience, and from a Zero Trust maturity perspective, restrictive policies 
must not hinder business as usual (BAU). All policy creation must be backed and substan-
tiated by continuously updated asset management, flow analysis, and segmentation.

Customer experience front desk agents are an example of how Zero Trust can help build 
trust with customers. Front desk agents now have access to more data than was previous-
ly considered relevant. In all practicality, they potentially have access to sensitive infor-
mation as well to make the customer experience more customized. In a traditional setup, 
the agents would not be provided access to sensitive data and their communication to 
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customers would be fairly dull and routine. With Zero Trust and secure API access, cus-
tomer experience agents can be given just enough access to data so that the experience 
with each customer is unique. This will increase customer retention with a more effective 
subscription model.

When viewed from a different lens, security can be proactive or reactive. Generally, 
security is perceived as a reactive control. Risk analysis considers the threats to a specific 
asset, the possible attacks that could have occurred and provides recommendations for 
the controls to be implemented. This, however, measures success based on not being 
attacked. Zero Trust, on the other hand, assumes a breach and measures success based on 
how well you restrict that breach from exfiltrating your critical infrastructure. This way, 
you need to make sure you identify critical infrastructure and protect it well with the 
right access control, thus augmenting business and user experience. The likelihood of a 
threat might be extremely low, yet if the impact of a breach is high, the right controls and 
protection must be implemented.

Another example is migration of applications to the cloud. The cloud allows you to make 
minor changes and still move applications in a lift-and-shift model; however, when you 
consider the cloud, enterprise boundaries are not the same, the actors are not the same, 
and under no circumstance are the networks the same. Then how would an enterprise 
design its on-premises security around a completely different infrastructure? The sim-
pler approach would be to rearchitect the security model and fit the cloud access model. 
Hence, a strategic quantitative metric here will be “support the customers and improve 
customer experience by reducing the downtime caused by enterprise migrations. The 
maximum tolerable downtime for a migration is 1 hour.” This should be backed by the 
following tactical metric: “Adapt all workload to a multicloud architecture seamlessly 
with least impact to customer applications and least need for modifications. Achieve 
workload agility across various platforms and networks.” This is measured with the  
number of workloads migrated (quantitative) and customer satisfaction (qualitative).

Evaluating the Preparedness of the Enterprise

The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) service catalog plays a valuable 
role in the operation and management of the overall Zero Trust security strategy, archi-
tecture, and implementation. It also helps build a framework for measuring how ready the 
enterprise is to manage and improve on the Zero Trust solution.

The ITIL service catalog is a centralized repository that contains detailed information 
about the IT services offered by an organization. It provides a structured and standard-
ized view of available services, including their descriptions, service levels, dependencies, 
and associated costs. In the context of Zero Trust, the service catalog serves as a critical 
tool for defining and managing various services. Critical services include the following:

■■ Policy Management services (including access controls and permissions for various 
IT services and resources)

■■ Logging and event correlation services

■■ Incident response services
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■■ Security Operations Center Analyst services

■■ Identity and Access Management services (user identity lifecycle management)

■■ Data Management services (data lifecycle management)

■■ System and application management services (application lifecycle management)

■■ Digital Risk Management services

■■ Compliance Management services

The service catalog can facilitate access request and approval workflows. When users 
need access to specific resources or services, they can use the catalog to request access. 
These requests can trigger approval processes, ensuring that access is granted only to 
authorized individuals. This allows an enterprise to embark on the automation path with 
the right service definition and outcome.

ITIL also emphasizes the service lifecycle, which includes stages like service design, tran-
sition, operation, and continual service improvement. To showcase the level of prepared-
ness as a performance indicator, you need to define what preparedness means for your 
organization. Depending on your industry and business operations, preparedness can 
have different meanings. For example, preparedness could mean being ready to respond 
to a crisis or an incident, having the necessary resources to meet customer demand, or 
having robust cybersecurity measures in place. You will need to craft metrics on how to 
measure the readiness of critical services needed to make sure the Zero Trust architec-
ture and its necessary services is being implemented according to the original business 
vision and mission. You need to establish measurable objectives, which involves iden-
tifying the specific outcomes that will indicate the level of preparedness. For instance, 
if preparedness means having the resources to meet customer demand, you could set 
objectives around inventory levels, delivery times, and customer satisfaction rates. Some 
other examples are business continuity plans (BCPs), supply chain management, and crisis 
management. Once measurable objectives are created, you need to determine the specific 
targets that are to be achieved to demonstrate the desired level of preparedness based on 
the identified outcomes. These targets should be achievable, realistic, and aligned with 
your overall business strategy.

An example of a metric statement would be, “Measure the current zero trust maturity, 
identify key initiatives to invest in, and measure how well they have been integrated and 
adopted.” Adoption of initiatives is a tactical qualitative metric. Note that enterprise  
preparedness is different from business agility. Business agility is strategic, and enterprise 
preparedness is tactical and maps to multiple technical and service initiatives.

Protection from Unauthorized Access Attempts

An important performance metric relating to access control is protection from unau-
thorized external access. This aims to measure how well the enterprise prevents external 
agents from attacking or entering their environment. Consider this as an operational task 
by any SOC in the enterprise. As an operational metric, it measures how well an enter-
prise can block out external attacks. This can be measured as a percentage of blocks 
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determined by the number of blocks across a number of attempts over a timeframe. This 
make is a quantitative operational metric. Considering that Zero Trust is identity-centric, 
another important metric is to validate how many failed authentications are seen in the 
network. For some time during the learning phase, the failed authentication may increase 
but then overall the number of failed authentications must decrease from the current 
value showcasing the effective implementation of user authentication with MFA. This is 
also an operational quantitative metric, and the statement will be “percentage of unau-
thorized access attempts blocked must not be lesser than 98%.”

Efficacy of Network and Endpoint Visibility

This metric is a measure of how well the enterprise monitors for network- and endpoint-
based incidents and events. It also includes similar metrics like the following:

■■ Percentage visibility of managed and unmanaged devices

■■ Number of security incidents it has recorded successfully

■■ Number of incidents remediated

■■ Incidents identified and recorded fast (lower mean time to detection)

■■ Incidents mitigated fast (lower mean time to resolution).

Incident response capabilities are quantitative performance metrics, especially metrics 
like time to contain an incident (mean time to contain) and mean time to resolve an inci-
dent (mean time to resolution). These metrics could be qualitative or quantitative but are 
usually operationally motivated and hence considered measurable and quantitative. For 
example, a metric statement will read, “Mean time to incident resolution must not be 
more than one day.”

Effective and Optimized Policy Creation

An enterprise should already have started mapping assets and flows or at least put asset 
inventory into its road map. After a certain stage of asset and flow mapping, the enter-
prise will be mature enough to perform trust modeling. Context of trust here is not just 
limited to flows but also to general security and governance policy. A business unit might 
have a different risk appetite in response to a certain threat. For example, an incident 
response team might consider failed authentications as a larger threat, but the HR depart-
ment might not see it as a threat but rather as an operational concern. The trust factor and 
the promise to protect customer data in both cases should be the same, not only for the 
two business units but also enterprise-wide. Therefore, protecting all forms of customer 
data handled by various business units must also be considered. Trust conversations and 
modeling are key, as are risk conversations.

There are both operational and tactical metrics in this aspect of performance measure-
ment. An operational qualitative metric will read, “Reduce the complexity of the rule cre-
ation by making rules contextual in nature, thus making operations simpler.” This metric 
can be measured as Easy, Medium, or Hard. A tactical qualitative metric, however, would 
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read, “Move the enterprise to create context-based rules to improve the effectiveness of 
the rules and make them more operationally simple and contextually relevant.” This mea-
sures the effectiveness of the rule base from most simple and effective to complex and 
ineffective and relates to an enterprise-wide initiative of creating context-based policies.

Risk Metrics

The second type of metric measures the risk of threats exploiting vulnerabilities in the 
enterprise. With dynamic software-defined perimeters and a changing threat landscape, 
perimeter-based security is being perceived as less effective. With the right social engi-
neering tactics, a malicious entity doesn’t need to traverse your Internet and DMZ zone 
but could potentially be placed right into the heart of the enterprise’s server farm without 
having to bat an eye. As senior leadership, how would one judge the controls needed 
without knowing the true nature of the asset and the risk to that asset? Once the context 
of an asset is understood, one will realize that placing an asset within a fixed boundary is 
moot.

Risk metrics also showcase a different picture to leadership. Rather than focusing on 
the future with performance and cost, risk metrics showcase the current risk profile and 
measure how the enterprise can reduce the risk to a more acceptable state. This includes 
reducing blast radius, assuming a breach, decreasing overall risk exposure and so on. 
Continuing with the front desk operator example discussed earlier, a front desk opera-
tor handles communication to customers and doesn’t need to have access to server farm 
servers or other DMZ segments. As part of their communication, they must access their 
application, which in turn needs to extract customer PII or critical information from the 
server application via an API. If this situation is observed in more detail, the safe moat for 
the information is gone, and you have created a zipline from the untrusted segments to 
the trusted server farm, which completely depends on the security awareness of the front 
desk operator. The point being made is that data flow is no longer in a definite direc-
tion. It flows everywhere, and depending on how important the information or asset is, 
the risk is higher. If it is handled at different parts of the network, it must be protected 
with the same context. PII needs to be secured at the edge as well as in the server farm. 
Enterprises deploy defense-in-depth concepts by deploying security controls from vari-
ous vendors; however, if there is a need for uniform policy, the security capabilities must 
match for all vendors. If a Cisco firewall detects Facebook chat but a Check Point firewall 
does not, uniform policy is lost. Now the server application itself might need to provide 
API access to public cloud applications, and you’ve basically allowed an enterprise-owned 
asset in an IaaS to access your application on your premises without the right security 
control. Boundaries are changing and perimeters are no longer static. Defense in depth is 
no longer as effective as it has been many years ago, and measuring the risk is an impor-
tant aspect of creating metrics because our final goal is to lower the risk. Remember, risk 
cannot be entirely eliminated.

Another viewpoint is at the CxO level, where the risk to an enterprise is large scale and 
less technical. Risk at that level needs to show quantifiable outcomes and still cover a 
larger scale like vulnerable devices, risk to reputation, and risk of revenue loss. Solutions 
like RiskLens or Cisco Kenna provide a much needed alignment of enterprise-specific  
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risk metrics to industry-standard solutions to make sure that the risk appetite is quanti-
fied and clearly measured for an organization. Maintaining risk metrics is not only opti-
mal but also critical to measure the exact security posture of an enterprise.

Protection of assets must be focused and security controls must be closer to the asset. 
This is what drives risk discussions. Access to our resources is no longer restricted to 
specific defined subjects. A server is not just managed by a server administrator. Subjects 
from cloud networks, virtual machine admins, and so on need access to various aspects 
of the network, and a compromise of any of these accounts can compromise the entire 
network without the right access model. Service accounts facilitate services to log in 
and begin communication across the network without the intervention of a human user, 
which makes these accounts common targets for account compromise and privilege esca-
lation. This is especially true if workload is on the cloud. The best example to explain 
the risk of cloud workload is that of a house. The premise of the cloud is to basically be 
ubiquitous and accessible to everyone. That’s like building a house and telling everyone 
that they can access it, which of course is not true. In reality, your house is already in the 
public domain, and everyone who is motivated can find your house but they cannot enter 
it. That is exactly what Zero Trust architectures help enterprises achieve. Controlling 
access based on context and risk profile is the final goal.

Most risks are measured quantitatively, and this comes directly based on certain common 
aspects like impact, vulnerability, annual loss expectancy, and so on; however, there are 
risks measured qualitatively as well such as threat event frequency and the like. Generally, 
when qualitative analysis is considered, multiple dependent teams need to get involved.

Applications, processes, systems, and network users are all assets that bring with them 
their own inherent risks. For enterprises to be able to perform qualitative analysis, risk 
must always be considered. In Zero Trust, risk analysis is even stricter because it needs to 
assume a breach has happened rather than the impact when a breach happens. Risk analy-
sis must be performed for all the assets, along with threat models to make sure that the 
right risks are prioritized and the right metric can be crafted and achieved. The sections 
that follow describe some common risk metrics.

Asset-Focused Risk Management

An asset-focused risk management approach places the asset at the core and attempts 
to understand the risk of loss. The quantitative metrics that can be used to identify the 
impact of loss per year are as follows:

■■ Asset value (AV) represents the estimated monetary value of the asset that is at risk. 
This could include assets like data, intellectual property, equipment, and other tan-
gible or intangible assets. People are considered assets as well. AV is measured in cur-
rency to represent monetary value.

■■ Exposure factor (EF) is the percentage of the asset’s value that is expected to be 
lost in the event of a successful attack from an external threat. It is usually measured 
as a percentage of the total asset value.
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■■ Single loss expectancy (SLE) is a term used in risk management to describe the 
expected financial loss from a single security incident or event. It is a metric that 
helps organizations to quantify the potential impact of a security breach, which in 
turn can help them to prioritize their security efforts.

The SLE is calculated by multiplying the asset value (AV) by the exposure factor (EF):

SLE = AV × EF

Essentially, if you have $10 worth of candy and the chance that your brother will 
take it is high, and if he does, he’ll take three quarters of your candy, your SLE is 
75% of $10, which is $7.50.

■■ Annualized rate of occurrence (ARO) represents the estimated frequency at which 
the particular security incident or event is expected to occur within a year.

■■ Annual loss expectancy (ALE) is a term used in risk management to describe the 
expected financial loss per year from a particular security incident or event. It is a 
metric that helps organizations to quantify the potential impact of a security breach 
on an annual basis.

The annual loss expectancy is calculated by multiplying the single loss expectancy 
(SLE) by the annualized rate of occurrence (ARO).

ALE = SLE × ARO

Following the previous example, if your brother takes 75% of your candy every day, 
then in a year your annual loss expectancy is 0.75×10×365, which is $2,737.50.

An annual loss expectancy is a clear indication of the impact of loss. For example, 
if your PII is exfiltrated, the impact loss is $1M. This provides a very useful metric 
to leadership on how important an asset is and to prioritize security controls for the 
asset.

Context-Based Risk Management: Open FAIR Risk Analysis

The second less-utilized but more relevant option is context-based risk management and 
its derivative metric. Here, the focus is not only on the asset but its entire environment, 
including its threats. The center shifts to how much of a threat is a specific activity and 
is not just restricted to external threats. Context-based metrics are risk indicators or 
measurements that are tailored to a specific situation or context. These metrics take into 
account the unique characteristics of the situation, such as the goals of the organization, 
the industry, the market, or the audience. These are important because they provide more 
relevant and accurate information than generic metrics that apply to all situations. By 
focusing on the specific context, organizations can better evaluate their performance and 
make more informed decisions. Solutions like RiskLens utilize a methodology to consider 
the entire enterprise as the scope and provide a clear measurable risk. This allows the 
enterprise to evaluate its own risk appetite in alignment with industry-standard solutions.

A well-known contextual risk analysis framework is Open FAIR, which is a method of 
risk analysis well aligned with the Zero Trust narrative because Open FAIR looks at a  
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failure use case rather than an asset specifically. It looks at threats and impact after a 
breach to validate specific metrics, which aligns with the overall context of the asset and 
data flow rather than just the asset. It is similar to the asset-focused risk analysis, except 
for the scope of the metrics, which covers more context. Open FAIR was built on the 
basis of the original FAIR method of analysis created in 2007. Over time, with collabora-
tion with the Open Group, the Open FAIR Risk Analysis method was created in 2009.1

Note that asset-focused risk metrics focus only on the impact of loss of an asset. 
Context-based metrics focus not only on impact of the loss but on impact of loss under 
various conditions when exposed to different threats. Having multiple threats leads to 
multiple loss impacts. Loss of PII in general has a dollar value attached to it, but loss of 
PII to a belligerent country is worse and has catastrophic repercussions. Impact of loss is 
not only to tangible assets but also to abstract assets such as reputation of the company. 
Thus, context-based metrics showcase the entire end-to-end impact of the loss.

To understand why Open FAIR is relevant to the Zero Trust conversation and to under-
stand how different the methodology is from asset-based risk analysis, the following 
section will cover the overall phases of the Open FAIR risk analysis. There are five major 
phases of Open FAIR risk analysis. In this section, a baseline of some of these metrics 
will be created, which will subsequently be utilized in the interview with the CIO, CISO, 
COO, and CTO. Figure 5-3 illustrates the five phases of the Open FAIR methodology.

Identify
threats

and assets

Identify
frequency

of loss

Identify
impact of

loss

Derive and
articulate

risk

Identify the
controls

Figure 5-3 The Open FAIR Methodology
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Phase 1: Identify the Threat and Asset

Similar to Exposure factor, which is derived from threats, the first phase of Open FAIR is 
to identify a Loss scenario, which is derived when an asset is compromised by a threat 
by exploiting a vulnerability, which leads to an incident and subsequent loss of money 
or reputation under specific conditions. These are key distinguishing factors when 
assigning a loss value and are not as straightforward as assigning a simple dollar value to 
an asset. In this case, we are looking at a loss scenario and not the loss value based on 
intrinsic asset value. Essentially this is an entire kill chain, starting with identifying the 
target and going to the means of attack. The Cyber Kill Chain is a concept developed by 
Lockheed Martin that describes the stages of a cyberattack. It is intended to provide a 
framework for understanding and defending against sophisticated cyberattacks.

The Cyber Kill Chain consists of the following stages:

■■ Reconnaissance: The attacker collects information about the target system and its 
vulnerabilities.

■■ Weaponization: The attacker creates a weapon, such as a virus or a Trojan horse, that 
can be used to exploit a vulnerability in the target system.

■■ Delivery: The attacker delivers the weapon to the target system, often through phish-
ing emails or other social engineering tactics.

■■ Exploitation: The weapon is used to exploit the vulnerability in the target system, 
allowing the attacker to gain access to sensitive data or take control of the system.

■■ Installation: The attacker installs malware or other tools on the compromised system 
to maintain access and control.

■■ Command and control: The attacker establishes a command and control (C2) chan-
nel to communicate with the compromised system and issue commands.

■■ Actions on objectives: The attacker carries out their intended actions, which may 
include stealing data, disrupting operations, or causing damage to the system.

If we consider the kill chain, we are looking holistically at a loss scenario, which is a 
useful metric to explain to leadership because it will drive the need for Zero Trust bet-
ter. This also aligns with context-based policies, which help propagate uniform policies 
across the enterprise. Remember that nothing drives initiatives better than the fear of an 
attack. When leadership sees how easy it is to extract data and how well the strategy can 
be measured, they will be more open to accept the strategy and provide funds for imple-
mentation. A Zero Trust strategy presentation usually has a relevant kill chain scenario to 
showcase how Zero Trust reduces some of the risk.

Phase 2: Identify Frequency of a Loss

In this phase, the overall frequency of a specific loss event is calculated, which is called 
loss event frequency. This metric is analogous to the annual rate of occurrence (ARO). 
There are certain metrics that help identify the loss event frequency for each loss event.
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Threat Event Frequency

Threat event frequency refers to the rate at which a particular type of threat occurs 
within a given time period. For example, floods in Singapore happen once in 25 years. It 
is often used as a metric for assessing the likelihood or probability of a threat occurring 
and is a key component of risk management.

Threat event frequency can be measured in different ways, depending on the specific 
threat being assessed and the available data. For example, it might be measured as the 
number of attempted cyberattacks per day, the number of incidents of employee theft 
per year, or the number of natural disasters per decade. To quantify this in more detail, it 
is measured by calculating the contact frequency, which is the probability that a threat 
agent will come in contact with an asset in a given timeframe (an example would be the 
number of times an external agent fails to authenticate to the network) as well as the 
probability of action, which basically measures what the chances are that the threat 
will take an action when in contact with an asset in a given timeframe (the probability 
of action on a DMZ web server is far more than the probability of action on an internal 
router).

To calculate threat event frequency, data is typically collected and analyzed over a spe-
cific time period to determine the number of instances in which the threat occurred. This 
data can be used to develop statistical models to predict the likelihood of future occur-
rences. Note that frequency of loss is usually qualitative. Table 5-2 showcases the threat 
event frequency for a scenario of customer data being exfiltrated to a malicious entity. 
The quantity of 50 times and time frame of 5 years in Table 5-2 will be unique for each 
enterprise and must be statistically derived with relevant enterprise threat research.

Table 5-2 Threat Event Frequency Rating

Rating Frequency of the event of occurring

VERY HIGH Greater than 50 times a year

HIGH 10 times a year to 50 times a year

MODERATE Once a year to 10 times a year

LOW Once in 5 years to once a year (ARO = 1)

VERY LOW Less than once in 5 years (0.2)

Threat Capability

Threat capability refers to the overall capability of a threat to take an action. It impacts 
the probability of action when evaluating threat event frequency because when the capa-
bility of a threat is large, the chances of it taking an action when in contact with an asset 
is higher. A DDoS attack is a threat. The capability of state-sponsored actors executing 
a DDoS attack is high because they have infinite money and time and a fixed target set 
(which is identified in frequency of loss). If a state-sponsored actor comes in contact 
with customer data, the probability of action is very high and the threat capability is very 
high, which means the risk is much higher than just measuring annual loss expectancy. 
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Table 5-3 showcases an example of measuring the threat capability of a malicious actor 
to exfiltrate customer data. This is based on multiple factors such as motivation, technical 
skills, and availability of time and money. Threat capability is also measured qualitatively. 
The number 2% and 15% in Table 5-3 will be unique for each enterprise and must be sta-
tistically derived with relevant enterprise threat research.

Table 5-3 Threat Capability of an External Actor

Rating Capability scale

VERY HIGH Top 2%

HIGH Top 15% of attackers

MODERATE Average between 15% and 85%

LOW Last 15%

VERY LOW Last 2%

Control Strength or Resistance Strength

Control strength is the capability of a security control to resist the strength that a 
threat can apply on an asset. If segmentation as a control can be used to prevent a state-
sponsored actor from accessing customer data, control strength measures how effective 
segmentation is and would be HIGH or VERY HIGH. In turn, it could reduce the loss fre-
quency from VERY HIGH to MEDIUM based on its strength. Control strength also ties 
in with the threat capability of an actor. For example, effectiveness of a control’s strength 
is much higher if it can deter threats with VERY HIGH capability. Overall, the control 
strength is also a qualitative metric that measures how effective it is to implement a con-
trol. Table 5-4, for example, showcases a rating system for control strength. The number 
2% and 15% in Table 5-4 will be unique for each enterprise and must be statistically 
derived with relevant enterprise threat research.

Table 5-4 Control Strength Capability Rating

Rating Capability scale

VERY HIGH Protect against top 2% threat actors

HIGH Protect against top 15% threat actors

MODERATE Protect against average threat actors

LOW Protect only against lower 15% threat actors

VERY LOW Protect against lower 2% threat actors

Calculate Vulnerability

Vulnerability is the probability that a threat event will materialize into a loss event. This 
also means that the strength of the threat is greater than the controls in place. Your 
customer data is vulnerable to attack if segmentation doesn’t deter or prevent a state-
sponsored attacker from exfiltrating data. Remember, a vulnerability is always created 
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when the threat capability is greater than existing controls. In simple terms, if the existing 
controls are VERY LOW and the threat capability is VERY HIGH, then the vulnerability 
is also VERY HIGH. The larger the control gap, the larger the vulnerability. Table 5-5 can 
be used as a mapping between threat capability and control strength. As is clear, even 
with strong control strength, the higher the capability of the threat, the higher the chance 
a vulnerability will be exploited.

Table 5-5 Vulnerability Derivation

Vulnerability Control Strength
Threat
Capability VH
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Loss Event Frequency

The Loss Event frequency is the number of times a threat can impact an asset and lead 
to a potential loss within a specific timeframe. In context of specific threats mentioned 
before, the number of attack attempts doesn’t showcase the loss event frequency because 
a loss has not occurred. The number of successful data exfiltration attempts maps to loss 
event frequency. The number of times a vulnerability is exploited within a specific time-
frame is the key metric. If the vulnerability is VERY HIGH and the threat event frequency 
is VERY HIGH, the resulting loss event frequency is going to be VERY HIGH. A VERY 
HIGH loss event frequency signifies that a breach is almost certain to occur and steps 
must be taken to mitigate the threat. Table 5-6 showcases a loss even frequency derivation.

Table 5-6 Loss Event Frequency Derivation

Loss Event Frequency Vulnerability

Threat Event
Frequency VH
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Phase 3: Impact of Loss

The impact of loss is a measure used by enterprises to identify and evaluate the various 
environmental factors that can contribute to a loss of asset when there is a breach. The 
following constructs are critical to understanding the measurement and how the impact is 
evaluated.

Evaluate Probable Loss Magnitude (PLM)

Probable loss magnitude (PLM) is the probable loss that a loss event can incur for the 
enterprise. Since this is a probable loss, it need not be quantitative in nature and can be 
qualitative. For example, loss of customer data can lead to high loss of reputation.

Estimate Worst-Case Loss

The worst-case loss refers to the estimated maximum possible loss that an individual or 
organization can incur from a particular investment or decision. In other words, it repre-
sents the estimated largest amount of money that can be lost under the most unfavorable 
conditions or scenarios. This is the loss for the worst-case scenario. For example, if an 
investor is considering investing in a particular stock, the worst-case loss would be the 
maximum amount they could lose if the stock price were to plummet to zero. Similarly, if 
a business is considering a new project, the worst-case loss would be the largest possible 
financial loss they could incur if the project were to fail completely.

Estimate Probable Loss

Probable loss refers to a potential financial loss that is likely to occur in the future based 
on past experience, trends, or other available data. It represents the estimated amount of 
money that an individual or organization may lose as a result of a specific event or risk 
materializing. This is a more realistic value and what most enterprises will be prepared for.

For example, an insurance company may estimate the probable loss associated with a 
particular type of insurance policy by analyzing historical data on claims and losses. 
Similarly, a business might estimate the probable loss associated with a new project by 
analyzing market trends, competition, and other relevant factors. When and enterprise is 
considering measurement of probable loss, the dollar value associated with each qualita-
tive range is based on the general impact of the loss in the specific enterprise stream. 
Loss of PII is a large impact for all verticals in the market, but loss of availability impacts 
banks more than a research institute. Table 5-7 showcases a possible magnitude range and 
the associated dollar values.

Table 5-7 Magnitude of Impact: A Qualitative Mapping

Magnitude of Impact Range in $

SEVERE Greater than 10 million

HIGH 1 million to 10 million
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Magnitude of Impact Range in $

MODERATE 100K to 1 million

LOW 10K to 100K

VERY LOW Less than 10K

It is important to note that the magnitude of impact can be dependent on various exter-
nal factors and not just monetary. Reputation loss, losing competitive edge, fines and 
compliance issues, loss of operations, loss of customer data, and so on are some other 
dimensions of how magnitude of impact is calculated. Enterprises ideally must use more 
than just one of these aspects to determine magnitude of impact.

Phase 4: Derive and Articulate Risk

In this phase you map all the findings and qualitative ratings to the actual risk of a threat 
scenario or risk of not addressing a specific security gap. The story of the risk metric 
must begin from the threat and asset loss use case followed by the strength of the threat 
and how frequently the threat will materialize. Then, based on existing controls, the 
impact of loss is derived. Finally, the frequency of the loss event is mapped to the impact 
of loss using the probable loss magnitude (PLM) to derive the contextual risk. Table 5-8 
illustrates mapping the risk, and Table 5-9 illustrates the risk calculation.

Table 5-8 Risk Severity Key

Risk Key Description

Critical Catastrophic risk to overall IT infrastructure and enterprise  
reputation. Large-scale impact due to vulnerability being exploited.

High Huge impact to overall business. Might lead to downtimes and there 
is high chance that there will be loss of data.

Medium Impact to business as usual. Several processes may be halted. 
Chance that a vulnerability is exploited is not large.

Low Very low chance that a vulnerability is exploited.

Phase 5: Identify the Controls

The final phase of any risk analysis framework is to have a tangible outcome to the risk 
derivation. In this case, it involves identifying the right security controls for the identi-
fied risks. The control, however, is not asset focused. It is not a response to a gap in asset 
protection. The controls identified are based on real threats and contextual environmental 
responses. It adds more contextual value to the controls identified. In this way, Open 
FAIR sets itself apart from most risk analysis frameworks and is fully aligned with the 
Zero Trust paradigm.
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Table 5-9 Risk Derivation
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Step 3: Present the Metrics

After crafting metrics and making sure there are clear objectives and targets to measure, 
the next step in the metrics lifecycle involves accurate representation of metrics in the 
overall Zero Trust strategy and architecture presentation to all the relevant stakeholders. 
A more detailed representation of this phase is covered in Chapter 10, “Presenting the 
Zero Trust Strategy.”

Step 4: Monitor Metrics

The final step in the metrics lifecycle is to implement the crafted metrics. In this phase 
customized metrics are deployed and implemented along with the overall Zero Trust 
architecture. Once in production, the metrics are monitored and then any changes, feed-
back, or improvements are incorporated into the overall metrics design and subsequently 
into the Zero Trust architecture. Details of implementation and monitoring are covered in 
Chapter 11, “Implementation and Continuous Monitoring.”

A Hybrid Approach
Usually, most enterprises do not pick and choose a specific risk management approach 
since asset-based risk management and threat-based risk management both have their 
pros and cons. The asset-based risk management is a more traditional method of risk 
management, and crafting metrics from these methods would need a strong asset  
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inventory setup. This is usually a long process and has multiple recurring cycles to enrich. 
Depending on asset inventory alone would greatly impact the crafting of metrics and its 
timelines. Threat-based risk management is faster and more effective when it comes to 
context-based evaluations. An enterprise would usually begin asset inventory and start 
identifying key assets. As each asset is identified, threat flow scenario–based risk man-
agement is performed, and over time the metric gets crafted or influenced by the threat 
flows identified for each type of asset. At this stage, during strategic and architectural 
discussions, the main goal is to spend time and effort to align and craft critical metrics 
that satisfy and resonate with all stakeholders.

The Follow-Up

[Glenn pauses and ends with a quick summary.]

Glenn: In summary, here are some highlights of what we want to achieve:

■■ Metrics are important to be able to drive adoption of the Zero Trust vision to 
senior leadership.

■■ The metric lifecycle consists of aligning metrics to business, crafting intelligent 
metrics, presenting the metrics to all stakeholders, and monitoring the metrics to 
make them more robust and relevant.

■■ In this discussion, we spent time only on aligning and crafting. We will present 
the metrics with the overall strategy and modify metrics if needed once they are 
deployed and monitored. This will happen post-implementation of the architecture.

■■ Alignment of metrics can be the following:

■■ Goal based

■■ Strategic

■■ Tactical

■■ Operational

■■ Measurement based

■■ Qualitative

■■ Quantitative

■■ Metrics are crafted as either performance metrics or risk metrics.

■■ Performance metrics are future-looking; risk metrics measure the current state 
and gaps.

■■ Risk metrics can be asset focused or context focused. Our goal is to be able to 
showcase context-focused metrics because they consider the overall asset and 
threat and not just the intrinsic asset value.
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Mr. Smith: Alright. Metrics are not new to me; however, it has always been a hassle to 
align the metrics with our security initiatives. I want you to spend some time with 
Mariam, Jed, and William and craft the relevant metrics for us relevant to the Zero 
Trust initiative.

Glenn: Yes, I have, and before I begin, I would like to start by doing a recap to make sure 
we have correctly understood your vision and mission. In short, the following graph-
ic represents the vision and mission of Zenith Trust Bank (see Figure 5-4).

BUSINESS
VISION

MISSION

SECURITY
VISION

To be the customer’s trusted
banking partner and their one-stop
shop for all banking needs.

Provide convenient
and easy data

access for
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Figure 5-4 Zenith Trust Bank Vision and Mission

With the vision and mission in mind, let us start with what we want to measure to take 
the Zero Trust strategy forward.

Strategic Performance Metrics

■■ Ease of access of user data measured qualitatively. This metric relates to how 
easily data owners can access their data. Data owners usually include end-users 
like customers as well as employees, and the measurement is based on factors like 
availability from anywhere, strong authentication, and so on. A questionnaire will 
be sent to a sample of groups to understand the overall ease of access.

■■ High: A scope of High means that the data is accessible easily.

■■ Medium: A Medium scope points to possible issues with access or delays in 
access.

■■ Low: A scope of Low means difficult availability or possibly unavailability of 
data when needed due to restrictive security measures.

This metric aligns with the mission statement “Provide convenient and easy 
data access for customers and employees.”

■■ Strength of controls for critical data measured qualitatively. This metric relates 
to control strength for critical data. This measures the security controls that have 
been considered when subjects access the data. This metric is asset focused and is 
measured as follows:

■■ High: Strong security controls like multifactor authentication, with data 
encryption implemented. Endpoints are postured.
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■■ Medium: Security control is limited to data access only and is implemented for 
certain users. Employees can access data with fewer security controls.

■■ Low: Protection for critical data is limited. Encryption at rest is not imple-
mented.

This metric aligns with the mission statement “Provide convenient and easy 
data access for customers and employees.”

■■ Organizational agility measured quantitatively: Organizational agility is the 
capability of the enterprise to pivot to a different type of workload or strategy 
when performance and scale are critical. This specifically points to cloud move-
ment and can be measured as a percentage of on-premises workload that has  
successfully moved to the cloud with the right security controls in place.

This metric aligns with the mission statement “Rapid expansion to a multicloud 
architecture.”

■■ Total cost of ownership (TCO) measured quantitatively: TCO is a financial 
metric that measures the total cost of a technology investment over its entire 
lifecycle. In the context of cloud migration and Zero Trust adoption, TCO can be 
used to compare the cost of running applications and services in a traditional on-
premises environment versus the cost of running them in the cloud. To measure 
TCO, companies can consider factors such as hardware and software costs, main-
tenance and support expenses, energy consumption, and personnel costs associ-
ated with managing the infrastructure. By quantifying these costs and compar-
ing them to the cost of running the same applications and services in the cloud, 
companies can determine the potential cost savings of cloud migration. With the 
right Zero Trust strategy, movement to cloud is simpler and measured separately. 
Quantitative measures of TCO will include cost savings achieved through reduced 
hardware and software expenses, lower energy consumption, and more efficient 
use of IT staff. This metric can be tracked over time to measure the ongoing cost 
benefits of cloud migration and to identify opportunities for further optimization.

This metric aligns with the mission statement “Rapid expansion to a multicloud 
architecture.”

Tactical Performance Metrics

■■ Reduce the existing blast radius by segmenting the network and applications 
measured quantitatively. Segmentation is a critical tactical goal when it comes 
to Zero Trust to reduce the blast radius of an attack. Segmentation needs to be 
achieved at the user, workload, and network architecture and traffic levels and can 
be tracked as a percentage of the total. Workload segmentation can be tracked as 
a percentage of the total workload, and network segmentation can be tracked as a 
percentage of the total network setup.

This metric aligns with the mission statement “Proactive approaches to  
managing breach risk.”
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■■ Achieve endpoint posturing to augment existing subject context measured 
quantitatively: Endpoint posturing refers to the security posture of an end-
point device, such as a computer or a mobile device, in a network environment. 
It involves the measures taken to secure the device and its data, including the 
installation of security software, the implementation of security policies, and 
the application of patches and updates. As a tactical metric, endpoint posturing 
can be measured by assessing the security posture of each endpoint device in a 
network. This assessment typically involves evaluating the endpoint's compliance 
with security policies, the presence of security software and updates, and the 
vulnerable threat surface exposed to attack vectors, and it will be expressed as a 
percentage of the entire device asset inventory of the enterprise.

This metric aligns with “Protect customers’ and employees’ data” as well as 
“Proactive approaches to manage breach risk.”

■■ Reduce incident response time measured quantitatively: Incident response is 
important when it comes to Zero Trust, and a key metric to measure the incident 
response effectiveness is how soon an incident can be isolated, artifacts captured, 
and reports created. With a larger automation and orchestration (SOAR) initiative, 
the aim of this metric is to measure how fast the enterprise can isolate, identify, 
and take effective action either automatically or manually. This is measured in 
minutes, hours, or days, depending on the overall average.

This aligns with the mission statement “Proactive approach to breach risk.”

Operational Performance Metrics

■■ Reduce troubleshooting time during incidents measured quantitatively: With 
simple contextual policies and simple design by Zero Trust, troubleshooting con-
figuration and flow issues should be simpler. With more detailed visibility pro-
vided by Zero Trust initiatives, troubleshooting and root cause analysis must take 
less time, measured in hours or days.

This metric aligns with “Create simple and efficient application, network, and 
user architectures.”

■■ Reduce mean time to detection of security incidents measured quantitatively: 
As an operational metric, this measures how fast the enterprise can detect anoma-
lous incidents. This will include a combination of technology like user and end-
point behavior analysis (UEBA), behavior analytics, and other behavior-based 
solutions to provide accurate information to reduce detection time. The faster 
the solution can identify the type of flow, the faster it can detect whether it’s an 
anomaly and is measured in minutes, hours or days.

The metric aligns with “Proactive approach to managing breach risk” and 
“Simple application, user and network architecture.”

■■ Successfully block fraudulent activities measured quantitatively: This metric 
measures how well the enterprise is able to detect and block fraudulent activities. 
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With the right visibility controls, the metric is measured as a percentage of total 
activities recorded. The goal is to achieve 98% or above block rate.

A tactical visibility and automation initiative is needed to align with the 
“Protect customers and employee data” mission statement.

■■ Reduce downtime of applications and services measured quantitatively: This 
metric will measure how much availability the application can provide, along 
with security controls in place. The goal will be achieved if the network provides 
99.99% or more uptime.

This metric aligns with the “Provide convenient and easy access to data” as 
well as “Prioritize performance and scale.”

As demonstrated, all metrics align with your key mission statements and each metric gets 
mapped to tactical projects that need to be completed based on your feedback. With 
the overall cost of projects at hand, we can provide a security budget, but we would like 
to make sure your metrics are completely accurate. We have spent quite some time with 
Mariam and William and have understood pain points and what exactly you would like to 
measure based on your vision.

Mr. Smith: Honestly, I am not sure if we have ever aligned our metrics to our vision in 
such detail for other strategies. I am impressed. Sam, what do you think?

Ms. Lee: I think this is a good start for us to align. So, what exactly is our next step?

Glenn: Currently we have identified these key performance metrics that you can use  
to drive adoption for the Zero Trust ideas to other stakeholders. Here is how your 
tactical road map looks (see Figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-5 Zenith Trust Bank’s Vision Tactical Enablers Based on Performance Metrics
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Like I mentioned, based on your pain points and discussions with your infrastructure  
and security leads, we have also been able to run some key threat scenarios and have 
identified gaps in the infrastructure. With these gaps we have performed a maturity 
assessment, which has also helped us craft risk metrics and an implementation road map 
to help you showcase the true value of Zero Trust as a  
security framework for Zenith Trust Bank.

Mr. Chen: Gap analysis? What exactly have you been able to extract and what was your 
reference?

Glenn: We spent time discovering your network and identifying all the possible seg-
ments, assets and threat actors to produce a maturity assessment. The assessment is 
a reference for you as well as a baseline for us that helps create new metrics based on 
risk, which we added to your existing list of metrics. This will also reveal the addi-
tional security controls needed to reduce the risk in your infrastructure, which will 
eventually impact the overall security budget.

Mr. Smith: Alright, tell me more about this maturity assessment. Is it similar to the audit 
we had done?

Glenn: It is not, but there is some scope that overlap. Let me explain in detail.

Endnote
 1. “What Is Open FAIR and Who Is the Open Group,” https://www.fairinstitute.org/

blog/what-is-open-fair-and-who-is-the-open-group

https://www.fairinstitute.org/blog/what-is-open-fair-and-who-is-the-open-group
https://www.fairinstitute.org/blog/what-is-open-fair-and-who-is-the-open-group
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goals, 160
levels, 157
measuring, 312
process, 157–158
score, 172–173
security control, 158–160
user and device, 163–164

MDM (mobile device manager),  
238, 274

measurement
importance of, 104–105
maturity, 157, 162

mentality, assume breach, 23.  
See also mindset

metric/s, 103–104
alignment, 106–110, 133
crafting, 104–105, 110–111
ease of creation, 113
efficacy of customer experience, 

118–119

efficacy of network and endpoint 
visibility, 121

hybrid, 113
level of user awareness, 178
lifecycle, 105–110, 133
monitoring, 132
operational, 106, 114, 121–122, 

136–137, 178
performance, 108–109, 115

capacity, 328
protection from unauthorized 

access attempts, 120–121
presenting to leadership,  

132, 313
qualitative, 107–108, 121–122
quantitative, 107, 116–117, 123
reliability, 112
risk, 122–123
rule of thumb, 109–110
security, 111–113
statement, 120
strategic, 106, 107, 134–135
tactical, 107, 114, 121–122, 135–136, 

178–179
translating, 108–110

MFA (multifactor authentication), 33, 
43, 223, 272

micro-segmentation, 48–49, 95–96, 
224, 286–287

microservices, 18–19, 117–118
Microsoft, Zero Trust strategy, 26
migration

cloud, 119
lack of cloud-native security, 

90–91
lift-shift method, 90
re-platforming, 90
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mindset, 32
open, 49
security, 188

mission statement, 59–60
cloud security, 67
commitment to privacy and  

confidentiality, 61
migration to the cloud, 95
protecting data in motion, 71
provide contextual security, 85
provide end-to-end flow security, 72
provide secure access to resources, 64
provide secure third-party/vendor 

access, 89
provide tailor-made IAM strategies, 72
on risk, 69
simplify the user experience, 60–61

mobile banking application, 175
monitoring

application, 193
continuous, 38–39
metrics, 132

monolithic applications, 18–19
MTTD (mean time to detect), 114

N
NAC (network access control), 20, 

223–224, 285
NAT (network access translation), 221
need-to-know access, 16
NetFlow, 21
Network and Multicloud Environment 

pillar, 148–150
Advanced-level security controls, 166
Initial-level security controls, 166
Optimized-level security controls, 

166–167

network/s
Layer 2, 18
-level enforcement point, 228
pillar, 24
resilience, 149
segmentation, 14, 21, 23, 118,  

148–149, 222
visibility, 121
Zero Trust mechanisms, 278–285

CASB (cloud access security 
broker), 279

direct Internet access for 
branches and campuses with 
SSE, 283

end-to-end encryption, 283–284
flow visibility and flow  

stitching, 284
macro-segmentation and 

related security controls, 
279–283

NAC (network access control), 
285

SD-WAN (software-defined 
WAN), 283

Networks pillar, 35, 36
next-generation firewall, 32
NIST, SP 800–207, 23–24, 34, 225
N-PEP, 74–75

O
object, 40, 46, 51, 67, 226,  

230–231
onion analogy, 22–23, 37–38, 39
Open FAIR risk analysis, 124–125

derive and articulate risk, 131–132
identify frequency of a loss,  

126–129
identify the controls, 131
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identify the threat and asset,  
125–126

impact of loss, 130–131
open mindset, 49
operational metrics, 106, 114,  

121–122, 136–137, 178
operations team, 197
orchestration, 20, 44–45, 50, 51, 

144–145, 149, 153
Advanced-level security controls, 

171–172
Initial-level security controls,  

170–171
Optimized-level security controls, 172

OSINT (open source intelligence), 
20–21, 44, 290

OT (operational technology), 220
outage, 11, 12
outside-to-inside strategy, 22
ownership

security, 188–189
shared, 191

P
PaaS (Platform as a Service), 64
pain points

policy
disjointed access policy in a 

hybrid environment, 82–83
lack of unified security controls 

and mechanisms, 81
loss of contextual detail across 

locations, 80–82
third-party/vendor access

operational overhead, 85–87
posture checking, 87–88
vendors are treated as guests, 87

PAM (privileged access management), 
223, 275–277

password-less authentication, 58
PCI-DSS, 58
PDP (policy decision point), 226–227, 

235–236, 239
People pillar, 35
PEP (policy enforcement point), 227, 

231. See also policy
application-level, 227–228
endpoint-level, 228
network-level, 228

performance, metrics, 108–109, 115
capacity, 328
protection from unauthorized access 

attempts, 120–121
perimeter

-based security, 14, 18
extension, 75–76, 91–93

PHI (personal health information), 40
phishing, 175
PII (personal identifiable information), 

40, 58, 125
pillar/s, 24, 35

Application, 36, 150–153
-based approach, 332

applications, 333
automate and orchestrate, 333
discovery, 332
flow visibility, 333
full Zero Trust network  

architecture, 333–334
users and devices, 332

Data, 153–155
Device, 145–147
Identity, 141–145
Network, 35



358  pillar/s

Network and Multicloud 
Environment, 148–150

People, 35
Workloads, 35

PIP (policy information point),  
227, 236

governance, risk, and compliance  
systems, 237

IAM (identity and access  
management), 237–238

MDM (mobile device manager), 238
SOC (security operations center), 239
threat analysis, 238–239
user and device identity from  

certificates, 238
PLM (probable loss magnitude), 130
policy, 77–78

application enforcement protection, 
234–235

context-based, 19–20, 44
decision point, 49, 226–227,  

235–236, 239
endpoint enforcement protection, 

233, 234
enforcement point, 227

application-level, 227–228
endpoint-level, 228
network-level, 228

engine, 38, 42, 43, 44
fine-tuning, 225
granularity, 38, 40, 44, 51
information point, 227, 236

governance, risk, and  
compliance systems, 237

IAM (identity and access  
management), 237–238

MDM (mobile device manager), 
238

SOC (security operations  
center), 239

threat analysis, 238–239
user and device identity from 

certificates, 238
network enforcement protection

semi-trusted, 232
trusted, 232
untrusted, 231–232

non-uniform, 20–21
pain points

disjointed access policy in a 
hybrid environment, 82–83

lack of unified security controls 
and mechanisms, 81

loss of contextual detail across 
locations, 80–82

protection, 231
risk-based access control, 68
security, 15, 16
segmentation, 33
unified, 156
uniform enforcement, 49–50, 83–84
Zero Trust, 32, 240–243

posture, 15, 38–39
checking, 42, 145–146
device, 273
third-party/vendor, 87–88

preparedness of the enterprise, 
evaluating, 119–120

presenting Zero Trust to leadership, 
308, 310, 313,316–323

budget, 314
convey that security is a business 

risk, 308–309
future readiness, 315–316
highlight the importance of user  

education, 315
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know your target audience, 309
measure the existing maturity, 312
present the metrics, 313
showcase alignment to overarching 

business strategy, 310–312
showcase an attack kill chain, 315
showcase the augmentation of overall 

security posture, 314
showcase the best Zero Trust team, 

312–313
showcase the security landscape, 310

principle of least privilege, 3, 42, 79
privacy, 61, 68
probability of action, 127
probable loss, 128–130
process anomaly detection, 224
process maturity, 157–158
products, 32, 117
profiling, endpoint, 272–273
project manager, 203
protection policy, 231

application enforcement, 234–235
endpoint enforcement, 233, 234
network enforcement

semi-trusted, 232
trusted, 232
untrusted, 231–232

Q
qualitative metrics, 107–108, 121–122
quantitative metrics, 107

revenue generation, 116–117
risk, 123

questions
Application pillar, 151–153

automation-related, 156
Data pillar, 154–155
Device pillar, 146–147
Identity pillar, 142–145
interview, 4
Network and Multicloud 

Environment pillar, 148–150

R
ransomware, 177
RBI (remote browser isolation), 278
reconnaissance, 13–14
regulatory compliance, 11, 58, 66–67
reliability, metric, 112
remote work, 15, 17, 76
re-platforming, 90
research, 5–6
resilience, network, 149
resistance strength, 128
revenue generation, metrics, 116–117
risk/risk management, 7, 13–14

assessment, 144
asset-based, 132–133
asset-focused, 123–124
-based access control, 67–69
context-based, 124–131
CxO-level, 122–123
indicator, 108–109
metrics, 122–123
PIP (policy information point), 237
threat-based, 132–133

ROI (return on investment), 21
rule-based access control, 13, 19–20
runtime application security, 224



360  SA (security analytics)

S
SA (security analytics), 296–298
SA (security architect), 198
SaaS (Software as a Service), 64, 

90–91
SAFe (Scaled Agile Framework), 

328–331
SASE (secure access service edge), 

78–79, 82–84
scalability, as adoption deterrent, 17
score, maturity, 172–173
SDP (software-defined perimeter), 252

AH (accepting host), 254
architectural components, 253–254
client, 254
controller, 254
gateway, 254–255
IH (initiating host), 254
principles and methodologies,  

252–253
service-to-service flows

gateway-to-gateway model, 
257–258

service-to-service model, 257
tenets, 252
user- or service-to-Internet flows, 

259–260
user-to-service flows

client-to-gateway model, 256
client-to-service model, 256

user-to-user flows
client-to-gateway-to-client 

model, 259
client-to-service-to-client 

model, 258
SD-WAN (software-defined WAN), 

51, 78–79, 283

SDx (software-defined anything), 51
security, 65–66

agents, 15
asset-based, 18
automation, 38–39
baked-in, 192
breach, 11, 13, 27, 39–40
camera hub, 73
campaign, 207
cloud, 64

data, 65
location agnostic, 65

as code, 192
confidentiality, 61
context-based access control, 17, 

19–20, 37–38
control/s

application and data, 167–170
maturity, 158–160
network and cloud, 165–167
user and device, 162–165
visibility, automation and 

orchestration, 170–171
data, 287–288
email, 277–278
expertise, 188, 191
governance, 115–116
implicit trust complacency, 15
innovation, 117–118
metrics, 111–113
mindset, 188
need-to-know access, 16
orchestration, 20
ownership, 188–189
perimeter-based, 14
policy, 15
posture, 39, 42, 60, 145–146
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privacy, 61
runtime application, 224
vision, 59

segments and segmentation, 14, 21, 23, 
32–33,48, 51, 80, 148–149, 208

macro-, 48, 279–283
micro-, 48–49, 95–96, 224, 286–287
network, 222
user, 223, 270

SEI (Software Engineering Institute), 
113

semi-trusted protection policy, 232
server farm, 221
service lifecycle, 120
service-to-service flows, 248–251
shared ownership, 188–189
SIEM (security information and event 

management), 44, 50, 239
signature-based intelligence, 290
SLE (single loss expectancy), 124
SOAR (security orchestration, 

automation, and response), 20, 
298–302

SOC (security operations center), 21, 
50, 71–72

analyst, 50, 199–200
capabilities, 292–293
policy information point, 239

social engineering, 208
SPA (Secure Private Access), 16
SSE (Security Services Edge), 82, 84, 

96–97
SSL decryption, 70
SSO (single sign-on), 141
staging environments, Zero Trust, 193
stakeholders, 204–206. See also 

enablers; supporters; team
standardization, Zero Trust, 34–36

strategic leadership, 187–188
strategic metrics, 106, 107, 134–135
strategy/ies

enterprise hierarchy and, 5
implementation. See Zero Trust, 

maturity model
interview, 4
outside-to-inside, 22
Zero Trust

Cisco, 24
Cloudflare, 26
Crowdstrike, 23–24
Forcepoint, 25
HashiCorp, 26
Illumio, 23
Microsoft, 26
Palo Alto, 24–25
Zscaler, 25

subject/s, 40, 46, 51, 145, 188,  
222–224, 226,230, 263–264.  
See also device/s; endpoint; user/s

supply chain attack, 81, 85
supporters, 194

board of executives, 194–195
CFO (chief financial officer), 196
CIO (chief information officer), 196
CISO (chief information security 

officer), 196–197
CRO (chief risk officer), 195
CTO (chief technology officer), 

195–196

T
tactical leadership, 188
tactical metrics, 107, 114, 121–122, 

135–136, 178–179
TCO (total cost of ownership), 135



362  team

team, 185–186
collaboration and feedback, 187
consultants, 204
enablers

business analyst, 198
business owners, 197–198
data security analyst, 203
IAM administrators and  

engineers, 199
implementation  

engineers, 199
SA (security architect), 198
SOC analyst, 199–200

end users, 204
expertise, 186
governance, 201–202
GRC (audit and governance, risk, and 

compliance), 202–203
incident response (IR), 200–201
infrastructure, 189–190
legal, 203–204
maintenance and operations, 187
morale, 207
operations, 197
project manager, 203
security ownership, 188–189
stakeholders, 194

board of executives, 194–195
CFO (chief financial officer), 

196
CIO (chief information officer), 

196
CISO (chief information  

security officer), 196–197
CRO (chief risk officer), 195
CTO (chief technology officer), 

195–196
managing, 204–206

strategic leadership, 187–188
tactical leadership, 188

TECHINT (technical intelligence), 290
technology, 32

drivers, 69
innovative, 117–118

tenets of Zero Trust, 51
access control based on dynamic risk 

and content, 41–42
always start with why, 45
authorized once does not mean 

authorized forever, 43
automate procedures and orchestrate 

simple processes, 44–45
avoid creating implicit trust, 41
more information is good  

information, 44
testing, 152–153
third-party/vendor access, 85

versus guest access, 87
operational overhead, 85–87
posture checking, 87–88
Zero Trust advantage, 88–89

threat
analysis, policy information point, 

238–239
-based risk management, 132–133
capability, 127–128
event frequency, 127
feeds, 290
hunting, 175, 293–294
insider, 176, 207–208, 294–296
intelligence, 289–292
modeling, 68

traffic flows, 149. See also flow/s
encryption, 70
enhancement of end-to-end flow  

visibility, 71–72
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training
end user, 207
team member, 207

translating metrics, 108–110
trust, 49

extension, 76
implicit, 15, 41, 43, 51, 208
modeling, 121–122

trusted policy, 232

U
UEBA (user and endpoint behavior 

analysis), 47, 239
unified compliance, 66–67
uniform policy enforcement, 49–50, 

83–84
untrusted protection policy, 231–232
URL filtering, 217, 277
use case/s

-based approach, 334
challenge the strategy, 336
continue education and  

awareness, 337
maintain momentum, 337
monitor and enhance, 336
secure outbound Internet 

access, 335
VPNaaS (VPN as a Service), 

335
ZTNA (Zero Trust Network 

Access) for applications, 
335–336

inter-workload visibility and control, 
97–98

migration to the cloud, 93–95
network access, 77–79
third-party/vendor access, 88–89

uniform policy enforcement, 83–84
VPN-less access of enterprise  

services, 73–75
user/s

control, 47
-to-Internet flows, 248–249, 259–260
segmentation, 223, 270
-to-service flows, 246–247
-to-user flows, 244–245

UX (user experience), 62, 118–119
end-to-end, 63–64
optimized user access to  

applications, 62
simplifying, 60

V
vendor access, 85
virus, 176
visibility, 36, 51, 144, 149, 153, 

155–156
Advanced-level security controls, 

171–172
application, 219
end-to-end flow, 71–72
flow, 284, 333
Initial-level security controls,  

170–171
inter-workload, 95
network and endpoint, 121
Optimized-level security controls, 

172
Zero Trust mechanisms

identifying malicious insiders, 
294–296

SA (security analytics), 296–298
security and threat intelligence, 

289–292



364  visibility

SOAR, 298–302
SOC capabilities, 292–293
threat hunting, 293–294

vision statement, 57–58, 59–60
VPN, 12, 17, 42, 59, 63, 78–79,220

camera hub access, 73
extension of trust, 76
IPsec, 75
limited inspection before  

decryption, 76
location-specific, 76
perimeter extension, 75–76
scale, 76
security breaches, 68
as a Service, 335
traditional use case, 74

VRF (virtual router forwarding), 
85–86

vulnerability, 11, 126, 128, 192, 224

W
WAF (web application firewall), 217
web proxy, 218
work-from-home, 17
workloads pillar, 35
worse-case loss, 130

X-Y-Z
Zero Trust, 12, 33–34, 40

adoption, 13–14. See also adoption
agent, 15, 78, 86–87
alignment to business drivers, 99
architecture, 32. See also SDP  

(software-defined perimeter)
information flow, 243

objects, 230–231
overlay, 225
SDP (software-defined  

perimeter), 252
subjects, 230

business vision, 58
catalysts, 46, 51

asset inventory, 46–47
automation and orchestration, 

50
IAM (identity and access  

management), 47
open mindset, 49
segmentation, 48
uniform policy enforcement, 

49–50
Cloudflare’s take on, 26
Crowdstrike’s take on, 23–24
definitions, 38

Cisco, 35–36
Forrester, 34
NIST, 34

DevSecOps, 190–191
Edge, 16
enablers, 194

business analyst, 198
business owners, 197–198
data security analyst, 203
IAM administrators and  

engineers, 199
implementation engineers, 199
SA (security architect), 198
SOC analyst, 199–200

Extended Framework, 15
eXtended Framework, 34–35

automation, 36
visibility, 36
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flexibility, 40
flows, 243–244

service-to-service, 248–251
user- or service-to-Internet 

flows, 248–249
user-to-service, 246–247
user-to-user, 244–245

Forcepoint’s take on, 25
governance, 36
hardware, 33
HashiCorp’s take on, 26
Illumio’s take on, 23
inner layer, 37
ITIL (Information Technology 

Infrastructure Library) service 
catalog, 119–120

keywords, 26–27
lifecycle framework, 339–342
maturity model

Advanced level, 161
Application pillar, 150–153
assessment, 156–157
automation, 156
Data pillar, 153–155
Device pillar, 145–147
goals, 160
Identity pillar, 141–145
Initial level, 161
Network and Multicloud 

Environment pillar, 148–150
Optimized level, 161
process maturity, 157–158
scoring process, 172–173
security control maturity, 

158–160
visibility, 155–156

maze analogy, 22

measuring success, 115
Microsoft’s take on, 26
migration to the cloud, 93–95
misinterpretation of purpose, 15
Network Access, 32
network architecture, 32
onion analogy, 22–23, 39
Palo Alto’s take on, 24–25
policy, 32, 240–243. See also policy
presenting to leadership, 308, 310, 

313, 316–323
budget, 314
convey that security is a  

business risk, 308–309
future readiness, 315–316
highlight the importance of 

user education, 315
know your target audience, 309
measure the existing maturity, 

312
present the metrics, 313
showcase alignment to  

overarching business  
strategy, 310–312

showcase an attack kill chain, 
315

showcase the augmentation of 
overall security posture, 314

showcase the best Zero Trust 
team, 312–313

showcase the security  
landscape, 310

principle of least privilege, 3
segmentation, 33
staging environments, 193
standardization, 34–36
supporters, 194

board of executives, 194–195
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CFO (chief financial officer), 
196

CIO (chief information officer), 
196

CISO (chief information  
security officer), 196–197

CRO (chief risk officer), 195
CTO (chief technology officer), 

195–196
team, 185–186. See also team

collaboration and feedback, 187
expertise, 186

tenets, 51
access control based on dynamic 

risk and content, 41–42
always start with why, 45
authorized once does not mean 

authorized forever, 43
automate procedures and 

orchestrate simple processes, 
44–45

avoid creating implicit trust, 41
more information is good  

information, 44

third-party/vendor access, 88–89
use cases

inter-workload visibility and 
control, 97–98

migration to the cloud, 93–95
network access, 77–79
third-party/vendor access, 

88–89
uniform policy enforcement, 

83–84
VPN-less access of enterprise 

services, 73–75
vision statement, 57–58
web portal, 73–74
Zscaler’s take on, 25

“Zero Trust eXtended Ecosystem 
Platform Providers” report, 23

Zscaler, Zero Trust strategy, 25
ZTNA (Zero Trust Network Access), 

335–336
ZTX (Zero Trust extended 

Framework), 34–35
automation, 36
visibility, 36
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